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HISTORICAL NOTE.

S
INCh the different parts of the country, whose remains are described in this

volume, were under various ruling families at different times, who did not

succeed one another directly in the government of the country as a whole, as

was the ease in Northern (dujarat and the Chalukvun dominions, and, as there

are few inscriptions and less tradition connecting any ol the buildings with

them, it will be unnecessary to go into any detail with regard to their history.

It. will be sufficient, lor our purpose to mention tl.»‘ rulers of the several districts

during the period covered by the buildings that arc described. 1

The earliest dynasty with which we come into contact, when treat ini; of

the structural architectural remains of the Dukhan, is that of the Rashtrakutas

whom we find cutting rave-temples at Elura, not far from the modern town of

Aurangabad. At that time, and until their subjugation by the Uhalukvas m
the second half of the lenlh century A.D.. thev had the Yadavas as their feuda-

tories m the north, who are said to have been, originally, lords of Mathura

and subsequently of 1 Kanaka : and 0 is to the patronage of this family, more
than to that of the Rashtrakutas, that wre owe most, of the old temples now
found m the Dukhan. The Rashtrakutas had ceased to exist as a ruling family

more than half a century h'-hav the lir.-.t mir o| the temple of Ambarnfit ha

was laid; and the Srl.iha.ra. chid o| the Konkan. in whose district.-, it was

raised, had already transferred their allegiance to the m-est.abl idled faniil) of

the Western Chalukvas ot Kalvanupuni

The governing lords of the branch of the great Silahara lamil\ that, was

settled in the Northern Konkan. wane si vied M(t1mm(iHdul<"$vur<ix , and it is a

record of the MahamahdaU'svara Mummuni, or Mannani, that \w have m the temple of

Ambarnatha, wind tells u- lie erected the building in A. lb 10(10. He was a

feudatory of the Chalukya king Somesvara 1.. and held his court at the sea-girt

capital of Run, which was probably situated m the middle of the island of

Salserie. 2

The Yadavas wen*, at the. tine, confined to he northern part «»1 the Dukhan,

and had also transferred their .dlegiane* 1 lrom the Rashtrakutas to the Western

Chain kvat?. Wiicn Un*v first came south under Dridliaprahuru they are said

to have established themselves at Ch and radii yap ura the modern Chandor in

1 Vor n iullor account ^ee the Bombay Garrtteer, Vol. i r Part. 11.

* See Appendix.

B 2



2 MEDIAEVAL TEMPLES OF THE DAKHAN.

the N&sik district, where he ruled over Seunadesa, the present Kh&ndesh, the

family intermarrying with the Silfih&ras of the Northern Kohkan. Their capital

seems to have been afterwards moved to Sindlnagara (Sinnar), further south,

which waB founded by Seu$a-

chandra L under the name

of Seunapura, about the

middle of the 11th century.

Some forty years later we

hear of Bhillama III. making

the impregnable fortress of

J)ev.agiri his capital, which

continued to be the head-

quarters of the family until

its capture by the Muham-

madans in A. D. 1312, when

its name was changed to

Dau latabad.

There were, agam. minor

families ruling small districts

und»*r t lie Yfidavas. for w e

learn t hat t he lemple oi Mahe-

svara at I’atna, w.n coni-

jdeted by a chiei. tiovana,

r,.. i iiir c,»rt ..f n.tui ii-iIm.i oi t he Nikumbha ianiih w ho

was go\ermng in that neighbourhood, in A. I). II.*>3, and *hal grants were*

made to it Ia his snccc-mus Soidcva and I lemadide\ a. who an* mentioned m
another m.senpi ion at the same place. At Ah|uiieri is an inscription ol A.|).

1142 recording the erection oi a temple, which mentions a Seunadeva who was,

possiblv. another small go\ ernor under the Yadavas. and related to them.

At the Alaiibha\as temple at Viighll is a long inscription refolding the

erection ol a temple oi Si\j. a sattra or hall oi charitt, and a well by a. prince

(«6\ inda or t iovjndara|a. It also records certain endowments and gifts to the

same by king Nmhuic liandrn fl in A.’l. I (MM) The inscription gives a dynasty

of pettv chiefs who ruled for o.out lour hundred vears previously. and who

are said to have come from Dvfuaka.



ARCHITECTURAL NOTE.

WITH but few exceptions the iincient Hindu temples of the Dukhan belong, as

a class, to the style denominated bv Kergusson the Northern or indo-Aryan,

which was practised under the auspices of Die various dynasties that ruled

over that part of the country which extends 1mm the borders o( the Dhalukvan

and I >ra vidian districts through North Uujaral, (enlral India and Uaiputana

to the I mled IVovimc- and Uri.ssa. dining the period Iroin (.lie sixth to the

thirteenth or iourteciith centum- A.D. 1 Hut ” i-., more particularly with tliat.

I>ranch of it who h va> lostered b\ tlic Yud.n.i mhos ol tlic Daklum and their

feudatoi ies, to which m m;m\ pmi - tin- term 1 lemadpant i

“
ha.> been loo.-elv

and mdiscnmmatcly applied that we are imw interested Inn the purpose

of tills .iceount the term ' Daklum* I- taken t.<> eiubucc all that i<.untf\ between

the Kudina mn, on llu* -wut.h and the Tapti < m the mirth. and Itmiil the

Koiikan, on the we.t. almost, up tn Haul a rabid »n flic cast 2

Inmost parts ol the emintn the building ol these old temples is ascribed

t.n a certain 1 lemadpant, just as those ol North <iii|;irat and the Kanarese

districts ;iiv |)laccd to the credit ,.f
shddharfi|a and .la kanaehan a respectively,

while those of Khahdesh arc ftcqucnfh assigned to the tJaAc'i i lapis. Who
the I a tic i were d not i

l, e carls putn.m iial rulers of the Yadax.i family, it is

impossible to sa\ Hie caibei ea\cs are ascribed t.o the PandaVas or Yisvar-

karma, and like the temple*- 1 he\ aie -aid to have been comtnieted during a

single night. f lemadpant r sometimes described as a famous ph\T.T.iau who,

in return for some great cure which he e fleeted, demanded the construction of

three hundred temples/ 1

but. more concctb . as the famous ministn of llam-

ehandrmb‘\ a. the Yadava king of Devagm, who li\ed m the second half of the

thirteenth century. This I lemadpant. or Uemfidri. a.- he is also called, was

a man of many paitr who. in addition to his administrative duties, found time

to compose several literal \ works ; and having been much attached to religion,

lie is credited with having erected some three hundred temples. Having been

in a position to command tin iccpnsite funds lor the purpose, it is quite pro-

bable that, like the brothers Tejahpfda and Yastupfila »> f North (bijarat, in the

1 Histart/ of Indian and Eastern Arrhttrrtvre, Itavisocl Edition. J1U0, Vol. II, p. 84.

* Fora more precise definition of t hr term, ami its extent at ditTereut periods in the post, see the HnmhayHuzrttscr,

Vol. 1. Fart II, p. 1311.

i Bimilar stones are told in other parts of India Vihramaditya of Ayodhyii is said to have built .'WO temples,

and Hemaohandra, the Jama lumint* r to Ivumarapala of tiujamt., to have erected no le*t» than 1,400
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thirteenth century, ho caused a good number of temples to be built, and

started a revival in temple building which was followed by others. But the

earlier and more decorated examples, found in the Dakhan, were, as we qhall

see, erected long before his time. The true Hem&<Jpanti temples are characterized

by heaviness inclining to clumsiness, with severely plain exteriors. This absence

of outside figure sculpture may be due to the want of sufficient funds, but that

could easily have been met by building fewer and building them better. It

is, however, more likely that it was due to the advance of the Muhammadans,

who were merciless iconoclasts and who mutilated and destroyed all they found

in their path that savoured at all of idolatry. Images displayed upon the out-

side of temples would only have exasperated them and invited destruction. It

was, no doubt, the uncompromising attitude of Isl&m which, about this time,

caused the building of many temples to be temporarily suspended, and which

was taken up again in later times, being finished off, or at least made usable,

in a very rough and ready manner.

Compared with the great number of temple remains in North Gujarat,

the Central Provinces and the Kanarese country, those in the Dakhan are

very few indeed, and this may be accounted for, in some measure, by the fancy

there appears to have been for cave cutting, on which money and energv were

exhausted, down to the tenth century at least. The RashDakotas were cutting

cave temples in the living rock in the Dakhan while the early Chalukyas, their

neighbours on the south, were building massive shrines in nil -stone, and in the

Central Provinces elaborate temples were being raised in moulded brickwork.

The earlier buildings are now, without exception, very shake and m a

more or less dilapidated state. This is chiefly due to the material used in their

construction- the amygdaloidal trap of the country, quarried, as a rule, on the

spot. Though a hard tough stone, it is full of flaws and minute cracks which

render it very unsuitable for such parts as beams. The style of these buildings

being trabeate, necessitating long beams in most eases, which were loaded with

enormous masses of material above, the natural result has been that they have

generally cracked through the middle. In the temple of Ambarnatha, for example,

there is hardly a sound beam left. But, so long as the supports at either end

do not give way, and remain vertical, they usually continue to stand, though cracked,

until they eventually collapse through the constant grinding action, at the fracture,

pulverizing and chipping the surfaces, unless supported by intermediate struts.

A grea* deal of mischief has been done by people pilfering the material

after the buildings hat. fallen into disuse, but not so much iri these stone temples

as in the older brick ones in other part* of the country. Brick was mofe easily

handled than stone the unskilled villager in the building of his hut. “ Buil-

dings are always best preserved in places little frequented, and difficult of access:

for, when once a country declines from its primitive splendour, the more inhabi-

tants are left, the quicker ruin will b^ made. Walls supply stones more easily

than quarries, and palaces and temples will be demolished to make stables of

grantte and cottages of porphyry/’ 1 This is true all over India.

1 /toMf.la*. Chapter XXXVIII.
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The more decorated style of temple building in the Dakhan began to decline

soon after the Muhammadan invasion and eventually died out
;
the hand of the

soldi had forgotten its cunning, or his removal to more congenial and remunera-

tive spheres left no one to carry on his work. Under the sultans of Gujarat

the Hindu salat# , or

suiraddras
,
were encour-

aged to practise their

craft, with certain

necessary restriction s,

upon the magnificent

mosques and tombs of

their conquerors in that

province. 1 and there,

as may be seen in

such buildings as the

temple of Hatisingh

at A limedahad. the

descendants of those

builders still follow

out, to some extent,

the traditions and

canons of their fore-

2—

a

modern tempio fathers. Other states

demanded their skill at this time, such as Mandu, Bidar and Bijapur and, in their

practice upon Muhammadan work they, probably, gradually lost their peculiar

knowledge as temple builders. Modern temple work in the Dakhan is in a hybrid

style partaking, in great measure, oi local Muhammadan feeling, a fair example

of which is seen is the accompanying illustration. Fig. No. 2, and the temple of

Sundara Nanlyana at Nusik on plate (WIT.

The temples of the Dakhan are ol no great size, that of Gondesvara at

Binnar being about the largest now standing. One factor, in limiting the size

ol a temple, was the length of the shafts of its loftiest pillars. The shaft, or

that portion oi the j>illar between the top of the base and the neck under the

capital, was invariably a single block. In their best work the Hindu builders

never constructed a shaft of two or more stones, hence the maximum length

depended upon the greatest lengt h of stone it w as possible, with the means at

their disposal, to get out oi the quarry. As all parts ol a temple are in strict

proportion to one another, »t follows that the maximum size of a temple w^as

thus limited by the length of the pillai shaft.

As already noticed, the material used in these buildings is, almost exclu-

sively. the Dukhan trap, and the masonry has been put together without mortar

or anv cementing material whatever The blocks have been dressed to fit one

another upon lex el beds, their weight, and that of the superincumbant masses

keeping them m position. Much therefore, depended upon a firm foundation

1 S Vunammadan ArcJiileclurn of Ahnrniahtid, by Dr. J. BungQM, in two part*.
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and this was, without doubt, a weak point. Very little was done in the way
of excavating for firm foundations, the hard black earth or the solid rock, so

often found at the surface, being deemed sufficient. Upon this was laid a bed
of great rough boulders from which the walls directly sprang, the lowest course

pf dressed masonry being roughly hammer-dressed to fit upon the uneven boulders

(See Plate LXXV). Consequently, any settlement or yielding of the foundation*

as has frequently been the case, has caused the collapse of the walls above.

For reasons of economy or lightness, brick has been occasionally used for the

towers and superstructure above flu* cornice, as in the temple at Kokamthan.
There is reason to believe brick was in much greater use in early times, as we
find it in the old Buddhist chaitya at Ter 1 and the other old temples at the

same place, where they are provided with wooden door frames and beams which,

in brick buildings, were afterwards in stone The stone walls, which were of

variable thickness, and far heavier than would be built at present, were run up
in two shells—an outer and inner -the space between being filled in with

loose boulders or dry rubble. There is a conspicuous absence of through or

bond stories or clamps, and there are manv instances where the outer shell

has fallen away, leaving the inner intact and supporting the roof, so that a

person standing inside the building would not notice anything wrong with it.

With respect to the orientation of temples it was tin* usual practice to

place those dedicated to Saiva worship to lace either east or west ; for instance,

Ambarnatha and Auudha face the west while Gondesvaru at Sinnar and Mahes-
vara at Patna face the east, \aishnava and Jaina shrines mav face 1 liese points

and also the north, temples to Krishna being generally found lacing the latter

direction. Temples to goddesses are also found facing the north, while those to

Ganapati generally face the south.

Although many features are common to both, there is a verv marked differ-

ence between the style of the early Dukhan temples and the (lialukvan 2 of the

same age, and this reveals itself mostly in the sikhura , oi towers, and the pillars.

The Chalukyan style was confined to a much smaller extent of country, and, the

land of its origin and development being wedged in between that of the older

Dravidian of Southern India and the Indo-Arvan of Northern India, it is, as

might have been expected, a composite or mixture of both of these, partaking

of the characteristics of both. Between the temples of the Dukhan and those

of the north there is but little* difference, and tins is mainly apparent in the

towers and pillars. 1 he towers in North Gujarat, 3 for instance, are clustered

iikharas , which are made up of ;i central main tower with smaller ones clustered

around and applied to its sides and corners (See Fig. il). This pattern also

pervades Cen.ral and Northern India. The Dukhan sikhara rises as a single

tower, wTith fretted vertical bands running up each of it • four faces. The corners,

between the bands, are filled up with horizontal iim\s of miniature silcharas.

diminishing in size to the top, which, in the treatment they have received, have
1 Archuologinnl Survey of India Annual Report for 1902 03, p. 195.

Set* J he t fuilukyan Architecture nf the hanarene I districts, by Henry Couaenfl.

*8e<* The Architectural Antiquities nf Northern Gujarat b\ J)r. J. TUngew.
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lost their individuality and have become mere decorative detail. There is a

third variety of the northern sikJuira which is made up entirely of vertical

bands, the corners being a repetition of a modified form id Atkhara but. so dis-

guised as to be liardlv noticeable at fust sight. This is. perhaps one of the oldest,

varieties of the norther * 1 tvpe. and is found upon seventh and eighth century temples in

Orissa, the Bombay Presidenev, Central fndia and as far north as the Ivilu vallev.

The Dakhan temples occur singly, in groups of individual temples and in

pfntchayattma groups, that is groups of live shrines a central main building sur-

rounded bv four subsidiary ones arranged symmetrical! v around it. A complete temple

consists of a shrine containing tin* object of worship, an antechamber Indore it,

a large hall in advance of this again, with either < losed in 01 open sides and

one or more entrance doorways, each with its porch before it. Saiva temples

generally have a small detached pavilion standing out before the main doorway

in which ws placed a Nandi or Siva’s bull. Yaishnava temples sometimes ha\e

a similar shelter for a mraha or boar.

The plans of these buildings are either rectangular in their genera! outline

or star- shaped, and revel in a great multiplicity ol angles which arc 1 carried up

through the walls and the towers; and these, wth the numerous horizontal

mouldings crossing them, local: up t he wall surfaces into a bewildering muss

of projections and recesses with their sparking lights and deep shadows. A
reference to the plans illustrated in the following plates will shew. at. a glance,

how these are designed. The star- shaped plan »s arrived at bv revolvng a

square about its centre—in this case the centre of the shrine or ball- -the angle*
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being thus all right angles. There is, therefore, nothing very different between

tlie plans of the Dakhan temples and those of Gujarat and the north generally.

Ch&lukyan temples have, as a rule, larger pillared halls, and often two—an

inner dosed one and an outer open hall. There are other variations of plans,

sudi as those with three shrines arranged around the common hall, and others

where a number of shrines line each side of the hall, both of which are found

at Bals&ne.

The walls and wall mouldings differ little from those of North Gujarftt,

but more so from those of the Ch&lukyan temples. There are four marked varie-

ties, namely, (1) the much decorated with sculptured panels filled with an impos-

ing array of deities and other images, such as the Ambarnfitha and Bals&ne

shrines
: (2) those equally decorated but with few images, most of the panels

being filled with lozenge-shaped ornament, little pillasters or arabesque, as in

the temple of Gondesvara at Sinnar
; (3) those decorated mainly with running

bands ot arabesque as in the temples of Sangamesvara, Balesvara at Pedgaon,

liatamTidi, Devalana and others
;
and (4) the latest with plain heavy exteriors

and little or no attempt at decoration — the Hemadpanti class -like those at

JLimpungaon and Karjat.

As the Dakhan temples are found spread over that part of the country in

which the bulk of the older cave-temples occurs it would be natural to expect

to see some analogv between the architectural details of both, but it is sur-

prising to find how little there is. A greater likeness is found between the

cave work and that of the seventh and eighth century temples of the early

( lialukvas. In the first place, the cave- temples, beyond a small amount of orna-

mental layade, have no exteriors, and the principal features of the interiors,

that we can compare with the later work, are the pillars, doors and decorative

detail.

In the pillars we find little in common so far as their general outlines are

concerned ; but, in their details, the cave pillars present sonic earlier forms.

The characteristic pot and the cushion capitals, and the pot bases ol the earlier

caves, such as at Karli and Elephanta, are not found in those early forms in

the stnictmal temple work, but l hose of the later can, m some cases, be traced

back to the earlier forms. The pot and foliage feature which, in the cave-temples

and in its more stereotyped form in Gujarat and the Dakhan, is so universally

used, does not occur upon the pillars of f'halnkvau temples, but it is found as

{i ven conspicuous ornament alone upon the walls of porches and in similar

positions. Figure I!*' in Fergusson's History oj Indian and Eastern Architecture

(Volume l, Revised Ed.) shows this in its simplest and most natural form as it

occurs upon ptlhr. in cave XIX at Ajantii, and it may be compared with the

ttiine feature upon the pillars in the Tnngalvadi cavi (Fig. 10) and the temple of

LaksImibNaiavana at Pedgaon (Plate LXXXrfJ). 1 Above the pot and foliage in

the first is seen the khtnnukim face which in so much used in the ornamental detail

of both the caves and the latej temples. T his is noticed more fully further on.

1 Srr I hr mil”! Wr upon tin* pot ami folia*.* men J/ri in The Unlory oj Indian and Eastern Architecture^ Voi. 1,
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The prevailing type of pillar used in the Dukhan is that which is found in

the Patina temple (Plate XXX), but there are numerous varieties as will be seen

in, the plates which follow. They differ considerably from those of North Gujarat,

and still more from those of the Ohalukyan temples to the. south. On the

brackets, under the beams above the capitals, are found the little lat ktcfuihi

figures, a kind of squat Atlantes (see Fig. 11 ), and sometimes ro 1 led brackets with

a cobra head upon the rolls. The former do not occur upon the cave or

Chalukyan pillars, but they do on those in Gujarat. A handsome type of pillar

is that in the* temple of Lakshin i-Narayana at Pedgaon where the pot and

foliage occupies a very definite position upon the shaft, hi late temples this is

replaced by a plain or slightly decorated square block. The style of pillar

seen in the temple of Aesvara at Kinnar, which is scored intd a bundle ot recessed

angles all the way up the shaft, is ran*. It may be seen again in the porch

before a small shrine near the top of the defile at Lonar lake in Beritr. Some-

what like them, though not nearly so much corrugated, are those in the porches

of the Ambarnatha temple.

There is less difference in the style of the doonvavs of tin* temples, in the

three provinces compared, than in any other feat except, perhaps, the decorat-

ed ceilings Vet no two are exactly alike m their detailed reatmejit. Over

the doors ot the Dukhan Saiva temples Ganapati is usuallv the presiding deitv,

just as he is in Gujarat, whereas m the Chalukyan temples it is Gaja- LaLshmI.

The daina temples have, of course, as elsewhere, a ,lma. Ganapati has alwavs

been <i favourite deity in the Dukhan, and he is generaltv inxoked at the begin-

ning ol a new year or any new undertaking. New ledgers arc opened m his

name, and his birthday is kept up with considerable parade, when his images

are well to the lore. Being the god of wisdom and Siva's favourite son, 11 is

appropriate that he should be found in this position. As m Gujarat the /•
//*//-

nnikhn mask adorns the threshold of the dooiwav The propotinn <>i heiglil

to width ol the door openings is. roughly, ; w<» to one, which is a \ erv 'pleasing

proportion, and the width ot the xcitical mouldings on cither side is often about

the same as the opening.

Like those of the Northern Gujarat and Ghillukvan temples, the ceilings

are a very conspicuous feature in the general scheme of decoration of the interiors.

Being almost invisible in the gloom which ever broods over the deity enthroned

in the innermost, shrine, the ceiling of the sanctum is, as a rule, designed in a

very simple manner
;
bui that of the great hall or sahhamandapu is often a

veritable work of art. In the older temples these are usuallv domical in outline,

though the domes are not constructed with radiating voussiors as western domes

are. A ceiling, in its simplest form, is no more than one or more flat slabs

laid across above four beams forming a square, which arc supported upon four

pillars or four walls. This is the ease in ceilings of the smallest span, but, as

the span increases, other devices are used to cover in the larger space, 'triangu-

lar slabs are then laid across the corners of the square formed by the bcams^

so f
.s to reduce the opening to a smaller square set. diagonally to that of the*

beams, and, if necessary corner slabs are again placed above these, and so on

until the opening is small enough to be closed up by a single square slab. These
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may then be carved and decorated, a favourite ornamental detail for these simpler

ceilings being the rosette or conventional lotus. Such ceilings are generally found

in the side bays and corners of the hall.

In the largest class of domical ceilings the distance apart at which the four

main pillars are set necessitates the insertion of two intermediate pillars on

each side of the square, and these are so placed that their points of support

form the corners of an octagon within the square. From this, triangular slabs

filling in the corners, the octagon is worked up to a circle which forms the

base of the dome. This is constructed of ascending concentric and diminishing

rings of stones laid upon horizontal beds, each ring being corbelled forward

until they meet at the crown, the keystone, together with one or more of

tne rings immediately around it. forming a pendant. These rings are kept in

position by being locked within the mass of the filling-in of the haunches above.

The under sides of these stones, which were, no doubt, roughlv dressed before

being put in position, were carved into rings of cusped and ribbed mouldings,

each little cusp having its own small pendant.

Much of all this fine work is hardly seen owing to the detective lighting of

these temples; and, whether this was designedly so or not, it is hard to say.

There is no doubt that an added amount of mystery and a feeiing of the

occult an* gained by surrounding an object of worship with a mantle of gloom,

the powers of darkness deeply impressing the simple-minded worshipper with the

requisite • fear and awe upon approaching the sanctuary. Windows are verv

seldom to lie found, ninl where they have been used they are so tilled up with

st one grating or perforated arabesque that very little light filters through

The lirst thing that strikes one, when examining the image sculpture upon

these temples, is the apparent absence of drapery. Its existence «mlv detected,

in most cases, by an odd line lien* and there crossing tin' legs ,it the ankle

ot the breast. The sculptor was always anxious to display the form, and this

would have been excusable, in the case of the female form, if thev had been

able to delineate the human figure with a tolerable amount of sueeess
, but

their images are not remarkable lor beauty of outline or truthfulness to nature.

Tin* limbs are without any imbeaMon of muscle, the legs being mere diumsticks.

It is true that the Indian does not possess t he developed muscle of the Euro-

pean, yet lie lias enough fo be pktmly seen in the natural limb of a well-grown

healthy indn idua! The idea ol muscular display did not oeem to the Indian

sculptor :\en in the puitr.nal of iiis heroes and warriors. Their strength and
prowess were la i expressed l>v exaggerated action and size of bodv compared
with surrounding figures and, in then action, there v much more natural

xigour and abandon in the whei cave images. Female charms were made to

centre in great hips r: ml breast- - laces are particularly expressionless. There
can be Mile doubt that women of high caste and good social standing wore
less clothing above 1 he waist than they do at present in most parts ol India,

and this is plain!} seen in he wall paintings of the Ajanta Caves, where, beyond
jewellery and beads, they me represented with, at most, a very thin diaphanous
muslin, oi.]\ noth ed from the pattern ol the small spots upon it, winch more
expressed than hid them. The women who weie fully clothed from the neck
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to the ankles were dancing girls and those of that class, the idea being that,

with the better class, there was no shame where there was no sin.

Another marked feature with these martin
,

or images, is the amount of

jewellery they are represented as wearing. This, of course, denoted wealth. The
ropes of pearls and strings of precious stones are carved with a minuteness
and accuracy which .demanded endless patience on the part of the sculptor. They
are disposed about, the figure as necklaces, armlets, waistbands and girdles earrings,

bracelets, and festoons hanging from the girdle. Many an image, indeed, appears

to be clothed in nothing else but jewellery.

Figure sculpture embraces the modelling of gods and goddesses, rakshxisas

or demons, kings, queens and their attendants, warriors, jog in or religious mendi-

cants, dancing girls and a leu animals. Among the last are most frequently

found the elephant, lion, tiger, horse, bull and the animal vehicles of the gods.

The best modelled ot these is the elephant; and, as this came, easiest to their

hand, sculptors just revelled in its repetitions. The worst executed is the horse,

and, consequently, it. is not so often found upon the walls of their

temples. The lion and tiger are mixed up m very heraldic attitudes, and it

is not. always easy to say which is which, excepting when the mane is distinctly

shown The camel is not found on temples in the Daklian, nor elsewhere in

early work, but it occurs on thirteenth, iourteentl. and fifteenth century work

in (ju jurat and Kajputana. In the earlier temples, down to the eighth century,

of which we have no examples in the Dakhan except the cave temples, the

human figure was more natural and vigorous in its puses, and there was more

divemily in its representations, lint b\ the eleventh century these had become

crystallized into stereotyped forms a set form for each character and these

were monotonously repeated in every building in which they appealed at all.

The sculptors ham! was tied, and he was thenceforth allowed little or no liberty

of action or originality ot design. All the deities, except Surva. the Sun-god,

who has but two are i* presented with ; our oj more arms, and the reason for

this exception is that sun worship was mtioduced from Persia. This is further

confirmed by the tact that he is almost always represented as wearing high

Persian bools, being the <»ni\ deit\ with his feet covered. It is thus easy to

differentiate between gods and men Some of tin 1 Hindu deities are blessed with

more than one head, while one, at lear-t, has been accommodated with three

legs. To describe all these would require another chapter upon mythology,

which would t .tirv m be\ond the scope ot the present volume Individual

deities will be noticed as they occur in the billow mg descriptions ot the temples.

In ornamental detail there is very considerable variety; but, in the earlier

temples, as exemplified in the temple 'd Ambarnatha, there was, perhaps, too

much of it. crowded oxer tie suriaces of the walls. There were not enough

plain sin laces left to art as a foil to the ornament, as there was in the temples

n) the .eventh and eighth centuries. Compare, for instance, the walls of the

ureal temple of Yii fipilksha at Pattadakal 1 with those ol Ambarnatha, or with Unit

, , ] lalebid. one ot the most profusely decorated temples m India.

1 Seo 77k Chiliuhifan ArchiUituu ol tfn Katyiu-te
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Two most notable objects in ornamental detail are the makara and the

klrtimukha
,
and these are of universal occurrence all over India. On the makara an

article has already been written in the Annual Report of the Arch?rologi«al

Survey of India, for the year 1903-4, in which an attempt has been made to connect

the animal with the tapir or rhinoceros. A good example of this conventionalised

beast is that given on plate XLVI. It is certainly not intended for the alligator

or crocodile to which the term “ maggar
"

is now applied. The animal not having a

tail to speak of in its natural state, the fertile imagination of some early artist has sup-

plied the deficiency with the most wondrous creation in arabesque and floral whorls.

The klrtimukha occurs alone or in combination with the makara . This

curious “ Face of Fame,” or mask, is found repeated as a regular band of moulding

round the basement of temples. In (lujarSt it is called l»v the salats, or native

builders, a garasamukha
,
and the moulding a gardspatti. It is found as a prominent

detail upon many pillars and at the crown, of little ornamental arched niches

upon the walls, ft also occurs in the corners of ceiling panels, and on the

front of the thresholds of doorways. In most cases it appears to be a grotesque

caricature of the human face, but, often, as the face of a conventionalised or

heraldic lion. 1 In the earlier examples, the face, though grotesque, is a well

formed one
; in later work the motif seems to have been forgotton and it is

often difficult to discover any resemblance to a face at all. Some good examples

of the earlier type are found at the caves of A junta. The origin ol the word

klrtimukha , which means “ Face of Fame.” is given in one of the accounts of

J— Th» lnh 'mkhn ma»k.

the doings of the demon JalandliMM.. When he attempted to seduce the wife

of 6iva, that god produced a terrible being from his third eye who straightway

demanded something to devour. Siva commanded him to devour himself, which

he did, all but hi- head. Siva being pleased with this performance, declared

that henceforward he should be called Klrtimukha, and that his head should

always adorn the doorways of his temples, where everyone should worship it

before entering. On account of t-tie presence of the face on the doorstep, it is

usual for worshippers to step over and not upon the threshold.

Minor ornamental detail is crowded upon the mouldings around door frames,

and on pillars and beams, amongvst it being some very pretty bands of diaper,

scroll and lozenge, and bead ornament. There is also much fretted surface tracery.

J The lion, and the separate ma*>k, are seen side by Hide on the tempi* of K* dareAvara at Bala^irhve in Maiaur.

See The Chdlukyan Architecture of tmt Kauarwe fh «*? icts. Plate CXIV.
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AMBARNATHA.

T
HOUGH not- strictly within the confines of the Dakhan it will be well

to include a description of the old shrine of Anibam&tha since it is of the

same style of work as those above the Ghats. It is a solitary and superb

example, which could neither be conveniently included in an account of the

Chaluky.an temples of the south of those of Gujarat on the north. Moreover,

it is the earliest dated example of the Dakban style that we have found.

The little village of Ambarnatha is situate 1 about four miles south-east

of Kalyan, and a mile and a half west of the Ambarnatha station on the Great

Indian Peninsula Kailway, in the Thana District. At a short distance to the

east of the village, in a hollow upon the bank of a small stream, stands the

venerable pile of weather-stained sculptured stone- the old temple of Ambarnatha. It

is practically in disuse at present, a solitary pujdri attending once or twice a day to

strew a few flowers upon its almost deserted Itiuja. The general mass of the building has

a rather heavy and gloomy look, owing, in great measure, to the truncated condition of

its sikJiara , and the absence of the many crowning finials of the roof which originally

lightened its otherwise heavy outline. Upon closer inspection t he mass breaks up into a

thousand facets of light and shad*1
,
and th*1 rich and multitudinous carvings of

its surface reveal themselves in all their fantasy ot design and iorm. The walls

are found to be cunningly arranged in alternate projections and recesses. These,

again, are crossed by horizontal lines of deeply cut mouldings, which, with the

great profusion of images, large and small, produce a most bewildering but,

withal, pleasing effect of chiaroscuro. (Plates Ilf—XL)

At the back of the temple, the stream is dammed up at this point to form

a long deep pool, and, upon its still surface, fringed with reeds and boulders,

are reflected the old gnarled branches of the trees that overhang its grassy

banks, and the lights and shadows of the fretted temple in the background.

The flaming blossoms of the scarlet jxiUmi stand out in gorgeous contrast with

the purplish-black masonry of the shrine. The temple being in ruins, and welL-

nigli deserted by human beings, it is a peaceful spot whose quiet is broken only

bv the busy mamas in the trees above or the occasional splash ol a solitary

kingfisher in the pool. From the walls of the temple rows of sleepv-eyed deitie*

look down complacently upon the comings and goings of the infrequent pilgrim

or casual visitoi as they have ever dune during the long, mug centuries and
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still they hold their own counsel. Could we but see all their stormy eyes have

looked upon through those ages, what a strange panorama of life would unfold

itself !

Though the gods without are silent, their lips being sealed, the stones within

cry out. ; and, with no uncertain voice, t hey tell us something of the origin of

thus chej-d'cBurrv of the builder’s art. Upon a beam, above the inside of the

north door of the hall, is engraved an inscription which records that in Saka

982 (A.D. 1000) this temple was built (possibly upon the site of an older one)

during the reign of the Silahura chief Mummuni or Mamvani. We shall notice

it in more detail further on.

The original enclosure around the temple, which has been walled about,

measures some fifty yards from east to west bv thirty-five from north to south.

The temple itself measures 89 feet In 73?. feet. About fifteen yards to I lie

west of the temple are the rums of two carved gateways. Close to the temple

on the south west is a small tank entered by a carved doorway and surrounded

by a ruined wall.

The temple faces the west, and is made up of the sanctum and tiumli )><i

hall, t lie latter being provided with three entrances, each with its own porch.

Pour 1 tee standing pillars support the ceiling of the hall; and these, with six

others in the three porches, are all that are found in Ihe temple. The plan,

as will be seen, is peculiar, being apparently made up of two squares set

diagonally to one another, touching corner to corner the smaller being 1 he

shrine, the larger the hall. Hut in reality it is formed of two squares touching

side to side, whose sides have been whittled down to narrow panels by the deep

recessing of the corners into a line of angles running straight between t lie. dimi-

nished sides. This produces very unequal thickness in the masonry, but. at the

same time, as will be seen in the photograph, these heavy masses come imme-

diately under the heavier portions of ihe iikhnni above In the ball, the recesses

of the doorways tend to equalise the thickness of the walls, the weight ol the

i oof being more equally spread ovet them. Yet there are places where the

masonry seems to be dangerously thin. The projections around the walls form

so many buttresses to strengthen them. As with all this class of old wotk, ti e

masonry is put together without cementing mateiial, the stability ol the mass

depending upon the weight and h-v 1 bedding ol the blocks composing it. The

varied treatment of the square, n designing the plans ol these temples, the

sides being more or less broken up > y ptojecl tons and n cesses, lends to produce

somewhat fanciful, , et. novel i hclc.-s. pleasing looking figures.

The floor of the shrine is link below the outside giound level, and some

eight feet, towel 1 1. in that of me haii. It. is aimrouehed by a flight of steps.

Spine lor which is obtained by .sacrificing nearly the whole depth of th“ usual

auteehambei, thus bringing the shrine door considerably forward. I here seems

to be little doubt that the original shrine was on the samu level as the hail,

but lh-i« the fall of the iikhara crushed down through its Hour and destroyed it.

Upon both the north and south walls, at. a height of eight feet above the present

floor, and <>n the same level as the hall floor, is a broken ledge ol masonry
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which might well he the remains of the slabs of the upper floor where they
were built into the wall. Another broken ledge beneath this on the north wall
only, four feet seven inches from the floor, will no doubt be all that is left of
the broad shelf which is generally found in these shrines. A temple of the same
age as this that of Surya at Mudhera in north Gujarat was similarly pro-
vided with an upper and a lower shrine, the upner, with' its Mara, having been
blown up with gunpowder by the Muhammadans. The modern shrine of Nmia-
natha at Fatten ... Kilthiawad has a lower shrine m winch the principal hiu,n
k a duplicate, ioi even day worship. being placed in the uppej shrine.

us was so anangtd at a time when Muhammadan aggression was toured. when
the entrance to the lower was dosed and the iconoclasts were allowed to wreak
their vengeance upon the upper or dummy hntja.

The hntjn is hut a projecting lump o] natural rock, and. for that reason,
probably, a much more sacred object than the one which was m the upper

s ^ f 111,1 ^ natural lock hnr/a like ihis. is m the

s ^,rlnr °i the celebrated jf/tth rltriya temple of

Omkaia at .M aiidhc t ha on the Narmada in the
t cntral Provinces.

I he small shrine or tin north-east corner of

t h< i hall ha.-, been a later addition to the budd-
ing.

t )l the pillars there are three varieties, The hair

in the hull an* alike and arc richh carved (Kig. 5).

Haw a 1
1

* somewhat similar in style to those m
\ ima la Sa temple at Alai and the old temple of

Somalia! ha at 1'attan A second \,mrtv is found

ip the mam. ( t west, and the south porclio-i. while

th«*.M* m the ii. rih pori h (lifter auam from th(‘se.

1 hoiujh not much as the} all do 1mm 1 host-

1,1 the hall The pimeipal dillorenoe in ihe'pmch
pdhiis n that while those n> t h < “ west and ,-outli

]*oreh me Imm thcstjuatv to round him ks and found

e.tpilals those m the north porch continue t he

Mjitaie plan all the wav^up. It might have been

expected that, since the side porcine are symmet-

rically placed with iclerenee to the whole building,

their pillars would have been of the same pat-

tern. even though those oi the mam porch differed.

Tin pilasters correspond, more or hm. with the

pillars which stand before them

The ceiling panels, within the hall, are very ruddy

decorated in the prevalent style of the best work

of the eleventh century. In the central bay,

which rests upon the four heavy beams over the

Fig. 6.—Pillar m thu temp o of Atnbumath*. brur central pillais, is the mam dome. Ti rises in

a aeries of concentric circles to a central pendant. The lowest circle is decorated

D
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wit h a running scroll, while the remaining four are scooped out into half cup-shaped

and ousped hollows. These allow of an effective play of light and shade. The

triangular spaces in the corners, between the angle of the beams and the edge

of the circle, are filled in with the klrtimukha face and scrollwork. Between

the central dome and the shrine doorway are two flat ceiling panels which are

repeated in the recesses of the three entrance doorways; These are decorated with

lotus rosettes and other flat ornament. The ceiling, upon three aides, between the

columns and the walls, is coved downwards from the inner square to the walls, and

this is decorated with two tiers of ribbing with lozenge-shaped rosettes between

the ribs. The ceilings of the porches are flat. In the hall the faces of the

beams an; decorated with rows of little figures in miniature pillared niches, and

a string course of these runs round the tops of the walls just undei the coved

ceiling. This string course is broken above the north entrance by a curious

group of sculpture which will be noticed again in connection with the inscrip-

tion below it.

The doorways arc of the style generally found in these temples, and are

adorned with the usual mouldings. A slender pilaster on either side, at the

base of which are small standing figures, supports the two ends of the over-

hanging cornice, each being set in the middle of a group of vigorously cut

vertical mouldings. Above the cornice is a row of small figures set in little

pillared niches, the central seated figure being Siva. The raised threshold of

the doorway has a klrtimukha face on either side of the central boss; and, before

it, is the ornamental ardha-chaudra . or low step, like a half round mat.

A noticeable featuie, in the basement mouldings on the exterior, is the torus

or half round moulding, immediately under the (jafdsjxitpi or line of klrtimukha

faces. This follows more the section of the moulding as found in very old temples.

It will hardly be found again in later work as it changes to a knife-edged mould-

ing, somewhat wedge-shaped in section, as in the temples at Balsane for example.

No temple, unless it be of the largest class, has a complete series of mouldings

in the basement, certain of them being omitted, in a regular order, as the dimen-

sions of the building decrease Here we find three missing, viz., the chajali

which should come in between the round moulding, described above, and the qarax-

jmfft or band of faces : the tiimtham or horse moulding which should have come

immediately above the band of elephants, and the narathara , or band of men,

which is usually the topmost moulding of the basement. The top of the base-

ment ..cries of mouldings should always lie on the same level as the floor of

the nail, and it .-o in this case. The band of scrollwork does not- belong to

the jtlfha or basement but to the mandora or walls. In the basement of the

great, temple of Somunatha, at hittan, these three missing bands are found, the

full complement of mouldings being inserted.

Tbe walls proper, or mandora . from the basement to the cornice, have the

ordinary mouldings and figure panels. In the Koman&tha temple, in order to

get. extra height for the larger structure, the jangha
,

or band of figure panels,

is duplicated, ft \> in this band that the principal images, which adorn a temple,

are found. They are made up of gods and goddesses, yogis and dancing girls„
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with, now and again, some quaint sculpture throw n in. There are three princ ipal

niches on the outside of the walls of the shrine -one in the centre of each and

it is from the images in these that it is possible to determine the deity to whom

the temple was dedicated. This especially applies to the niche on the bach wall

of the shrine. In this case it contains a threefold image, or, at least, an image

with three faces, which appears to represent the trimurti, or trinity of the three

gods Siva, Brahma and Vishnu. It is a standing male figure with three faces

and eight arms, but all of the latter are broken off, save the upper left, which

holds the serpent of Siva. The more usual way of representing the tnmurti is

by a bust only, with three faces, such as we find it in the Elephanta and Elura

caves and in the temples on Ohitorgacfli. On the north side the principal niche

is occupied by Mahakall, one of the forms of Parvati, the* wife of Siva, while

below her, in the basement niche, is Brahma with his wife upon his knee. This

image had been mistaken for another trimurti , but the fact, of the wife being

present should dissipate, this idea : for, in that case, she would be the common wife

of the* three divinities! Moreover, the faces arc- bearded, which is usually the

case with Brahma but not with the trimurti. Then, again, the symbols held in

the hands are all those of Brahma the mluuk, staff, the book, bound round

with cord, the rosary and the waterpot. Brahma s goose, or what remains of

it, is seen below his right knee. The central niche on the south side has Siva

dancing the tandnm as Natesvara. The basement niche, below this, is empty,

as is also that on the east side beneath the trimurti. Abo\c MahakfdT, on the

north side, is a mutilated image which appears to be another trimurti
,

and

above this, again, in a circular niche, is Natesvara. A small image of Brahma

is seen up above the trimurti on tin* east- face. The roof, from the cornice

upwards, is in what Fergus,son designates the Northern or Aryan style, which

has been described m the Architectural Note. Quite half the tower has fallen, but

it- is' not difficult to reconstruct it from more complete exampl e, elsewhere
t

of the same class. The tower lias had rather a fine frontispiece, judging from

the fragment that remains of this above the roof of the hall.

The temple has been surrounded by a courtyard containing smaller buildings,

but it is now a ruin, and most of the material has disappeared. There was,

no doubt, a pavilion right in front of the west or main entrance, under which

the. Nandi or bull rested, facing the shrine. This has gone and a Nandi, which

is probably not the' original one, now occupies the main porch. On the south

side of the courtyard is a small square tank with steps leading down to the

water.

It remains to notice the inscription. This, as already stated, is inscribed

upon fi beam above, and inside, the north doorway of the hall. It tells us that

in Saka Samvat 982 (A.D. 1000), during the reign of the illustrious Mahamondal-

eAvara Mamvanir&jadeva, and while certain ministers of hi.^ who are mentioned

by name, wferc in power, the temple of Sri Amranatha was built, or rebuilt,

(the text is not very clear). Built or rebuilt matters little, for the rebuilding,

if t
T

ere. had been any, would simply mean the erection of the present temple,

in the place of an older one, which waH possibly in brick and thatch. There

d 2
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has been a difference of opinion as to the first figure in the date. It is an

unusual form and somewhat like a 7, which some scholars thought it was, while

others considered it a 9. The style of the temple, when compared with others

elsewhere, is undoubtedly of the 11th century A. I). and certainly not of the

8th, and there is no reason to suppose the inscription refers to an older temple

or has been brought from anywhere else. The beam, on which it. is, is an integral

part ot the temple, and fits its place as accurately as any other in the temple.

There is not a vestige of sculptured stonework ot a 8th century or earlier

building; the few sculptured fragments found built into the masonry of the

present temple, in other than their proper positions, are nothing more than
spoilt and rejected blocks used up as " filling-in/’ We frequently find the same
in other temples. This identical form for 9 has been found on a set of fiilab&ra

copper plates, found at Thana by Mr. K. B. Pathak, in which the date 1049

is expressed in words as well as numerals, thus removing all doubt about it.

The Mamvani or Mummuni of the inscription was one of the 6ilah&r&

MahamandalHvaras of the northern Konkan whose capital was Purl, which was
possibly situated on S&lsette island nekr the Kondivte caves, and five or six

miles south of those of Kanheri, where, in spite of the clearances and appropria-

tions of the Portuguese, and the Muhammadans before them, there are still a

few remains of the Hindu period both above and below ground. 1 The great

feudatory family of the Silaharas was divided into three main branches, one of

which ruled over the Northern Konkan while the other two governed the Southern

Konkan and the districts around Karad and Kolhapur respectively. The Silfi-

hfiras of the Northern Konkan were tributary to the Kashtrakutas and the later

Chalukyas of Kalyana. Mamvani was thus, in all probability, a feudatory of

the Chfdukya king Sornesvara i. They carried the inirarmi-UarwIudhru /a, or

the ‘ Banner of the Golden Garuda,’ which device is found upon their copper-plate

grants. They bore the hereditary title of Tagarapura-jMraniesrara. or
1 Supreme

Lord of the city ot Tagarapura/ commemorative of their original home. In the

Kanheri laves is one of their inscriptions, dated in A.D. 842, giving the name
of their capital as Purl and their territory the whole of the Konkan. As this

records a grant to the Buddhist community at the mount of Knshnagirj (Kanheri)

it shews that th.it sect was still flourishing in the Konkan in the ninth century,

and was worshipping side by side with their Hindu neighbours.

PAROL.

Tlmre are. in the Northern konkan, a few other mednmal remains which

may be mention ... \t Parol, a village at the base of the eastern slopes of

Tungai hill, and about twelve miles north -cart of Hussein, arc the remains of

at least, four ok; Hindu temples, at none of which worship is now carried

on. The two called the temples of the big and little jiools the Moths and
Lihiin Tank/as -stand on the southern and northern banks of a stream which
runs down the steep side of Tungar. The Lahfin Tftnkya temple is about, half

a mil" west of Parol village ; it is levelled to the ground and is now represented

1 See not*- on IViri in the Appendix.
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by a heap of carved stones. The Big Tool or Motlia Tilnkya temple, about

half a mile further up, is better preserved. It has an older look about it than

the temple of Ainbarnatha, and its comparatively plain wads contrast with the

profusely decorated ones of that temple. There is very little of it left standing —

just the back and portions of the side walls of the shrine. (See Plates

XII and XIII.)

Of two in the limits of the village of Majavh, one, not more than a few

hundred yards south-west of the village site oi Parol, seems to have been the

largest of the group. Its superstructure has gone, and only the plinth and some

of the steps remain.

SOPARA.

Sopara, situated about six miles north of Bassein and a mile and a quarter

in from the sea face, is one of the oldest sites in western India. It was the

Supparaka or Surparaka of early Buddhist writers, the Sorparuga, Soparava

and Soparaka of the Karli, Nasik, Nanaghat and Kanheri cave inscriptions, the

Soupara of Ptolemy, the Ouppara of the Prri/dus, and the Subaru oi the early Arab

traveller Ma‘sudl. More interesting still, it lia* been identified with the Ophir

of King Solomon. In 1882 a Buddhist Wao opened up here which yielded

J
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Fk« Ct R. I(«* box «lu-r- u|» at Sopfnl

very important relics considered to be nothing les* than fragments of Buddha's

begging l.owl. 1 The Imse of another shi/xi was subserpicntlv discovered, together

with the emptv relic casket, which is now in the Museum of the Bombay Brandi

of the Royal V^mtic Society. 5 Built partly on this mound its foundations cutting

th magi, it.' had been a Hindu temple. probably Shiva. some, among the sculp

tines 'scattered about, was a fragment oi a huge linga. The sculptures lying

'
> Ko, a futl ruvoutil of lhi» moil mtereatmi; d.seoverv see Il.c Into Dr. IHiacvw.al tn-lraji .- ail., I. in U.o .lournal

of he Bombay HmnMi of tlio Royal Asiatic Somei\ >V. 27».

« See the Proyreae r.rport of t he A.el.ieolop.eal Survey of \\ ctcm India fn. I tie year einl.n,- the tWtl. June !«M».
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about around the mound, in an adjacent garden, at the temple on the west

bank of the R&makun^a, on the east bank of the great Gas taldv, and on the

west bank of the Nirmal tank were probably intended for this temple which

appears to have been left unfinished. The great figure of Br&hm&deva, at the

temple on the west bank of the liSmakunda, is an unfinished work, it being

left in the rough
f
and so is one of the images on the bank of the Nirmal tank,

which is merely blocked out and is lying where the masons left it. (Plate XIV.)

B0R1VLI.

The oldesl remains of a structural building in this part of the country and,

perhaps, coeval with the latest cave-temples of Kanheri in the neighbourhood,

are sundry carved stones of one or more

Buddhist temples scattered through the

fields between the railway station of

Borivli and the caves themselves. The

site of one building is on a knoll about a

mile east by south from the station.

Lying about upon it arc some small stone

dagofws, whole and in fragments, w ith re-

mains of brickwork and signs of platforms.

These were, probably, votive ddgobaa
, such

as are found near the large tank on the

top of (Litorgarb in Kajputana and other

Buddhist sites. They are found cut in the

rock at the Bhaja caves in one big group.

A slight surface clearing on the spot

yielded nothing more than a solitary drilled

red cornelian bead, like many of those

found in such numbers upon the old

site of Brahmanabad in Sind. 1 About a

quarter of a mile further on, is a small

temple connected with the hamlet of

Devi-ka Para, beside which is the site

of some Buddhist building or stupa. In

the centre was a well-laid brick plat-

form, wiiile, around it, on all four sides,

ran one or more walls, of which the

traces of foundations and some of the

f.o i7.— image of KmUma at fiopiri.
mttS0DI7 remain. There wax not sufficient

left from which to form any opinion as

to what the building was. A few carved stones lie about with Buddhist symbols

upon them, showing that a substantial building of some sort once existed here.

The bottom portion of a square stone receptacle was unearthed from the debris,

1 Annual Report of the AtrluruHnca 1 Survey of India, 19034, pi. XLIX.
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which had the appearance of part of a relic* box similar to the Kolhapur one in

the museum of the Bombay Branch of the Koyal Asiatic Society. There are

other sites, like the first, hidden away in the jungle in this locality, no doubt

once connected with the great Buddhist settlement at the Kanheri caves.

At a short distance to the north-west of Borivli railway station, in a field,

is a group of seven curious memorial stones, which, on account of their dose

resemblance to similar stones found in the Kanarese country, have beeii already

described in a previous volume on (li&liikyan Architecture. 1 They were probably

set up during the time of the SilaM*ns of the Northern Koiikan ; and, judging

from the sculptures on them, they commemorated the deaths of heroes who

fell in some action carried out upon land and sea. Some of the stones shew

the land battle, in which elephants, protected with coats of mail, took part,

while others depict the lines of vessels, propelled with banks of oars like the

old Koman biremes, both in tlieir advance upon the enemy and the melee itself.

(IMate XV.)

There is such an action recorded. We are told that the Yadava king,

Mahadeva, led liis forces against those of the Silahara king of Thana, Somesvara,

and, according to the account of Hemadri, completely subdued him. Mahfideva

invaded the Koiikan with an army consisting ot a large number of elephants.

Somesvara was defeated upon land and is said to have then betaken himself

to his ships. There somehow he met with his death, probably by drowning,

for it is said that even the sea did not protect him. and that he betook himself

to the submarine lire, thinking the fire of Mahadeva 's to be more unbearable.

The Koiikan was thereupon annexed by the Yadovas. 2

LONAD.

Five miles to tin north of Kalvan, on the other side of the river, is the

small and rather insignificant temple of Kamesvara at the village of Lonfid.

It is a fiaiva shrine, but a very plain one compared with that ol Amliarnatba. Like

the latter, it has a. sunken shrine, the floor ol which is some three feet below’

that of the hall. The hull has fallen, and most of its material has been cleared away :

but. lying around, are a good many sculptured stones, some of them with very

obscene representations. An interesting thing upon one of the basement mouldings

of the hall is the name of the ubiquitous /of// Magaradhvaja. wr
itli the once

mysterious number “ 700 ” following it. This name occurs upon temples at

Miirkanda Lillian Amanikantaka, (’handreha. Klmrda, Khajuraha, Chitor m

Bihar, in* the Khairagarh state and elsewhere, and the number puzzled the

late .Sir Alexander Cunningham and his assistants. They looked upon the “ 700

as indication a date, but in what era they could not say, since it would fit

in with no known era. It is ot course impossible for a /«///. travelling on foot

in the leisurely way they usually do. to have visited all these places in the course

x The Chahdyun Architecture oj the Kanarese Districts

1 liomhav Vnzrtte'f, Vol. i. Part 11.
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of one year, so we may at once discard the idea of the number indicating a

date. Not long ago a bard when reciting kirtdna , brought in the words, in

the middle of it, “ Goraknatha and his seven hundred disciples ” which at once

explained the mysterious number. Magaradhvaja, also, measured his importance

by the number of his following : he was the leader of seven hundred disciples .
1

Sufficient has been said to show that this part of the Korikan has been

a place of very considerable activity from the beginning of the Christian era

down to the times of the Silahara chiefs.

1 Mr. lltralal, an oOiriat in (Ik* Central Provinces. ami a keen nritiquinian, my attention to thm.
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T
lfE village n f Balwine is situated upon the north bank of the BinTii stream,

a.i a distance of about twenty-seven miles in a. north westerly direction from

Dliulia in Khiindesli. Near the v illage there are tin* remains of nine, separate

old buildings eight temples and a matha or monastery. In a lield. just above

the bank oi the stream, to the south-east of the \ illage, are three of them ; four are

on high ground to the east of the village
; the matha is at a short distance to

tin* north-east of the last group, and there js a small temple in the lields across

tin* river, some distance to the south of the village. Seulplured stones lie about,

among which are images oi the panehah wja and Brahma, and the only inscrip-

tion is one over the doorway of the matha. (Elates XVI - XXIV and XXYHI).
<>t the temples in the lield, first mentioned, two are built parallel and close

to one .mother . both facing west, while the third stands out in front of these

and face,- cast. The large) one of the first two. to the M>uth oi the other,

lias been a \ cry fine triple-shrined building, most elaborately and profusely

sculptured, but it h now very shuttered and weatherworn. Parts of the sikham#

of the east, or main, and the .amth shrines remain, but that oi the north lias

fallen, leaving the wall.- ,n a very shaky condition. 'Hie temple is ol the same

style as that of Ambarnat ha though differing in minor details, and tlu two must

have been erected about the same time. It will bo seen that tlio plan is \eiy

different, it having three shrines and one porch instead of three porches and one

shrine as at Ambarnatha. It faces the west, and has been, from the beginning,

a Suiva temple. The shrine here is not sunk, but is on the same level as the

rest of the floor ol the building, and the antechamber is of full depth. In the

main shrine is a trmja and Nandi, the usual outside pavilion for t lie letter

being absent as at Ambarnatha. The bull here, again, is not the original one.

The deduaton figures ovei both the shrine and main doorwin ha\t been wil-

fully damaged. The images upon the exterior would point to the south shrine

having been occupied by a Yaishnava deity, but il is now empty.
r

Hie north

shrine is also empty, the images upon its walls, outside, being two dent or

goddesses. The east or main shrine held the lingo of Siva. Over the doors of

the two side shrines is (lanapati, wdiile, within each, is an altar for an image.

There are six pillars—four m the hall, and two in the porch—of one

pattern, and simpler in design than those of Ambarnatha They have very few"

images upon them, their place being taken by fretwork designs

n
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The coiling patterns an* similar to those of Ambarnatha. The central bay
is domed, and rises, in two ascending rings of cusped mouldings, to the centre,

which then fulls in a cusped rosette pendant. The corners, in the angles between

the beams and the circle of the dome, are filled with florid kirtimukhm. The

marginal ceilings of the Jia.ll are coved upwards from the walls to the tops of

the beams over the central pillars, and arc decorated with lines of ribbing as

at Ambarnatha. The ceiling of the shrine is hardly less elaboratery decorated

than that of the hall, while that in the porch lias been like that of that ball, hut M

is very much weatherworn.

Ibissing on to the outer walls of the temple, we find them r\*are richly

encrusted with ornamental detail and more overlaid with tracery than in the temple

ol Ambarnatha; in fact, we have here the style in its fullest development, crystal-

lized into its richest details, and sparkling will) light and shade from summit

to basement. Being a smaller building than Ambarnatha- 04 feet over all

the basement is reduced in height by. the further omission of the elephant

moulding, thus making the basement four mouldings short of the full comple-

ment. But then* is a change here in the torus moulding of Ambarnatha which

has become wedge-shaped with a sharp edge. The walls above the basement

are much the* same as in that temple except that there is rathci more richness

in details. The sik/iaras , again, arc more lavishly worked. Introduced into

the walls will be found a few narrow vertical panels of scrollwork, which, later

on, with surface fretwork and lozengc-sliaped oranumeiit , were used more full v to

take the place of tin* more expensive image carving, as may be seen on the

Kokamthan temple, (JondesAura at Smnar. and the temple of Mahadevi at Patna.

It is, here, but sparingly used.

The principal images on the exterior ol tlie temple arc as follows: On
the west face of the south shrine the image is much corroded and is not very

distinct. On the south face is Nurusimhu. and on the cast Tmikrama or the

“Three Strides of Vishnu/' On the south lace ol the main, or east shrine, ns

Bnairava
; on the c: si Siva dancing the tundani , and on the north lace Malmkfili.

On the west face of the north shrine is Mahisusnra tuardunl . on the north is a

(iad (TTirvati ') with ten arms who arranges tin* ornaments in hei bail with

two of her right hands, and hoi. Is up a minor m one oi her leit. Two other

hands, one on each side, seen: lo be tying •ometlnng about her loll leg which

is raised towards them— perhap, putting on an anklet. The other niche of this

sh:;ne has fallen away. The’c are the usual indecent figures on the temple, but

they are conrned to the smaller images on the bands.

Of the same ,-tvle ana ,«ge m the decorated temple with the three porches
in the group on the cast of the village. Here we have a temple on the same
general plan as that of Ambarnatha except that, in the plan of the shrine the

corners are at diderent angles with one another. The plan is of the star-shaped

variety, as will be found repeated m the temple of Mudhai ])evl at V&ghli
ami in Gulte^vai a at Sarnai in the Kaira District and elsewhere. The temple
faces east. The shrine is a total wreck, sufficient of the basement remaining
to slmw what i! plan was like. The ceiling panels, within the hall, arc similar
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to those in the first temple described, save that the marginal coved ceilings,

being much broader, struts rise at an angle, from the capitals oi the four cent ml
pillars, to help to carry the additional weight. In the basement the (/artlxfHitti,

or band of hiTtimukli(is
,

is here replaced by a band of rosettes and lozenge-

shaped flowers, the former being not unlike the heraldic rose. The slmne door-

way, which still stands, is almost identical in design with that of the first temple,

and, upon its dedicatory block is Hanapatf. Curiously, the klrbrnnkh, tares are

absent from t*he threshold of the first temple hut are inserted upon the face of

the slender pilaster on either side.

Thus building is in a very dilapidated stale: the Mnne oi which it is built

is of u soft- 1 nature, and has weathered in many parts to a state oi murum
which now crumbles away at tin* least touch. The broken masonry. at the back

discloses the secret of the construction of its walls. An outer and an innei .shell

of block masonry, set up more or less on edge, are tilled in between wit ij loose

blocks and boulders, without the least attempt at bonding, and with no cement

of any kind. In fact, the outer and inner shells just keep the ‘ lillmg-in Irom

rolling out altogether To prevent contusion in the desriiption of these buddings

and in the absence of names, they are numbered. ThL No. 4. No. 5 is not

far from it.

Temples Nos. 2 and 3 in the first group, close to No. Land No. f>. are .ill

of a later type by at least fifty years. They are characterized b\ less complex

plans, and aie practically free of figure camng on then exterior. No. 2. on

the north of No. L though so much plnmei in design, has its own jimm its, and

cannot 1 m* considered a falling off from the more florid stvle of Nos. 1 and 4.

It is a different st\le altogether, which .-ecu is to haA c been abruptly introduced,

and to have been the t a pe from which the later “ lleniadpanti
*'

oi the fourteenth

centun may have bee* derived. Wen* it not that tliese temples bear tin* stamp

of twelfth centun won. one might almost think that the discontinuance of

images upon tne outside wa, due in the approach ol the .Muhammadans whom

the Hindus soon had reason to dread as uncompromising iconoclasts and the

most biltci toes oi idolatn. Images, out of sight within a. temple. might pass

unnoticed, but those pniaded upon the outside walls would but exasperate them

and be a direct umlntioi, t < » sacrilege.

This particular temple laid. 1 1 U • No. 1. -.tar-slmped plan. though little

now is felt oi it Hi it. upturned floor in all probabilin the work oi Muham-

madans in search »»t treasure l.- a huge hwjti. while in a large niche in the

back wall i s a standing leinuic imago the bust .done r< maining. the rest having

disintegrated awav. Tins wa.. probaMx an image (.1 Pan at i in one oi her forms;

and this fieing such a prominent and impoit.int image here n is possible she

also on upied the north slmne m temple No. J.

The roof ot the hall l»;n iabmi in, the pillars and beam* remaining in their

places The t\pe oi pdlai has < hanged until fly from those m the hall at Ambar-

natha, but liiose m the* north and west parches m the latter temple, stand about

midw y between the two. They are conspicuous by the absence id figure carving

upon them, its pla^e being taken scroll and fretwork patterns. If will be

i -

l*
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soeii that the pillars of both temples are made lip of practically the same parts.

The figure panels on the bases of the earlier ones are. replaced by triangular

facets, and the images upon the lower square part of the shaft are omitted,

leaving the surface quite plain. The two bands of sculpture above this are

replaced by fretwork panels, the kvrtmulha band above tins, again, is retained,

and so are the triangular ornaments above them. The capital is almost identical,

and the whole is surmounted, in each case, by brackets, with squat supporting

figures beneath them. There are a few small indecent figures on the Avails of

this shrine.
r

Iemple No. 3, opposite the last, is. even, a greater wreck. It is of pre< belv

the •same style. From the tallen blocks it js seen that it possessed a vei \ finely

designed ceiling panel- a small central dome adorned with cusped ornament

and florid kh'hnntkha corners Gaiiapati presides over the shrine door. The
two temples face one another and are built upon the same centre line. Tins

one laces the east. The outside walls are rather plainer than those of No. 2.

Around about, in this same field, are what appear to be the sites oJ other buildings.

lieturning to the group on the east of the village we find temple No. f>

a. very differently planned one to those we have been considering. There is

nothing new to note with reference to the main shrine, and the ceiling of tire

hall is supported, like others, upon foui central pillars. Hut around the sides

of the hull are a series of ten small shrines, as may be seen on the plan. In

front of the hall doorway is a verandah porch with a slmne at each end. As
the temple hues the north it could not possibly liavc been dedicated to Sana
worship It was ven likelv Aujsluiava. the main shrine containing an image
of Vishnu and the ten smaller ones, round the hall, the ten unitarun ol that deitv.

Within the mam shrine b the image ol a horseman. whi<h mav possibly be one
of these*, riz ., tin* Kalku uruturu . but at our visit the lront of the temple had
been walled up. all but a small doorway, and the inter jot was so dark and filled

with tlie overwhelming stremhol bats, that it was not possible then to examine
it t hrrough I \ . The pillars and the exleiioi walls agree m stvle with those m
temple No. 2. .Beside the temple on tht same platform, is a liitle shrine with

a partly mutilated standing <ivn somewhat similar to that m the shrine of No
2. Tins building is plain and consists of a small shrine and an open antechamber,

and it also laces the north. To the west of these is a small, .simply constructed

temple, very [wain, facing east.

Upon a knoll, about, a hundred and fifty yards to the north-east of this

group, is a i nv
:
quart* plain building which is. as an inscription over the door-

way declines, a imtfoi or residence for priests. It consists of a large square
room with pum walls, and four central pillars supporting the roof. A doorway
leads out into a verandah, now parth destroyed, m each end of which is a

small eell-shrne The doorway has been unlike those of the temples, fitted

with a wooden door sockets bemg provided in tiie stone frame, above and below
tor the door to swing in, aim large square deep channels in either side, about
haif way up. for a beam to slide in, behind the door. The outside walls are
perfect^ plain, and no ornament whatever appears to have been applied.
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with high mud walls and lofty bastions, as was usual in the Dakhan, within

which was a citadel similarly fortified. The crumbling walls of these enclosures,

with the foundations of mud and nibble-built houses, still exist. One of the

walls runs along east and west by the side of the principal uunple, that of

Mahesvara, and is built on to it on either side
;

this makes the temple itself,

which is upon high ground, part of the wall, the north face being within, while

the south face is without the fort. Opposite this, on the south, and separated

from it by a broad passage, is another small fortified enclosure in which is a

small ruined temple with ai inscription over its doorway. Besides these, there

are two other small ruined shrines, which, like them, have' been included within

the fort wall on its east side. These are a few hundred yards to the east and

north-east, respectively, of the first, temple, one being Brahmanieal and the other

Jaina. With the temple of Ai Bhavilm, up the valley, these are all the remains

visible of the more ancient city of Patna.

The temple of Mahesvara, the largest and most important, is built upon the

usual plan with shrine, mundapa or hall, and porch. The hall has been an

open one, the marginal pillars, supporting the eaves, standing upon a. dwarf

wall which encloses the hall. There has been blit one entrance, on the east side,

the direction in which the temple fares. The plan of the shrine, is star-shaped,

being formed on the basis of a circular star of twenty-eight angles or points.

Two points are absorbed, on the north, west and south, in forming the central

panels on those sides, and eight have had to make wav for the antechamber

and entrance. The inside of the shrine is. oi course, square. The pillars are

of a somewhat later type than those at AmbarnaUia or Balsam*, but their design

is dignified and their proportions good. The kirtimukhn mask, which does not

appear in t he basement mouldings outside, is used very much as a decorative

detail on the pillar.-, which have absolutely no images upon them.

The shrine doorway, which is neatly decorated, has ffanapati upon the

dedicatory block above, and on the threshold, on either side of the centre, is

the kirtnuukhn. In a frieze* of smal' niche- at tin* top, above* the* cornice*. are

images of Siva in the* evntre with the saptamutrls. <n seven meet hers, and (oinapati

on either side* of him. In the middle of the* floor of the* shrine* is a linga. and

in t lie* centre of the* back wall n a n>'*h*‘ to hold an image*.

The ewte'rior walls of 1 lie* temrh*. though fully decorated, are m>t so thickly

overlaid as those* at Balsam* * and what is wry unliccuhle is the* absence of

much ligLt * sculpture. The only large* image's have been thow in the three

principal niche*- •'ind the shrine and on tic < e*nf ral angle of the walls between

them Be-ne-ath t!ie*m. ami just above* *he basrment. are* small niches with fcinv

imago- ii, them Be cond * hr-e ‘ h«*n* .»ie n<» others. The image* in the. north

niche is Maliakali. and the south one Bhainiva , the* west or back niche, is

empty The tikhn ra or -pun, ha- disappeared There* arc several image** lving

ab»*uT win h were probahb m some e>f the niches of the temple, among which

an .s'va, IMivaU Lasshml Narayana and Sury.i

Built into the: wall i in antechamber »>n the south side, is a larger inscribed

slab, bearing a record in ancient >)evanag.«ii. li, belongs to a chieftain of
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K JiandesH named Govana, and ancestor of the rulers of 1,000 villages, Soideva

and Hemudideva, mentioned in the inscription at the temple of \i Bhavani.

It records the consecration of a temple of Siva, which had In en begun by

indraraja, the father of Govana, and had been finished after his death, as well

as a grant of a village, called J tcvasamgana, made bv Govana on that occasion.

Govana's minister was Changadeva. 1

1 he building beside this one on the south, in theothei rnclosiire. winch is now
in ruins, seems to have belonged to the larger temple, its a\b. passing through

the entrance doorway and tin* doorway of ip. enclosure, passes through the

cent ic of the shrine of the large temple; and it faces the large temple Its interior

is much like the interior ot the hall on the south side of tin* enclosure of the

temple of Gondesvara at Sinnar. It has no slninc, the interior being a long

plain hall. It was probably a w<uhu 01 lesihnuse attached to the large teni])le.

Over its entrance doorway, as already mentioned, is a much worn and damaged

inscription, just as occurs over tlie door of the malha at Balsane.

Straight in front of the large temple, at a short distance from it. is the

small ruined Brahmaniral shrine, ahead} mentioned, facing the north; and-

in front of tins, about a hundred yards away, ,,s another ruined shrine originally

dedicated to a Jina, having a seated Jinn over the 'ntranee doorway, and an

empty throne seat, well-carved, within the shrine.

At the upper end of the valley, on the east side of the stream, is the old,

but very insignificant, temple ot Ai Bhavani. Very little of the original building

remains intact mo,-.* ot what is seen being ichuili from the material of an older

temple From what little doe- »**mam the temple would appeal to have been

a r lust ci of small shrines, with one or two small halls. At present the place

is m a ven ruinous and dirly condition. Built into the outside of the enclosing

wall G a much abended inscription slab, but a- this wall lias been built partly

of old temple materia e this may not be in its original position. The greater

part ol n is in Sanskrit the jemainder in a kind of old Marathi. Its main

object is to record that the chief astrologer of the Yadava king Siiiighana,

Obangdeva b\ name, grandson of the well known astronomer Bhaskarucbarva.

founded a college for tiic study of flic Kiddhantatimnnani and other works of

his grandfat he) and relatjons. The college w\as endowed with land and other

sources of income by t

I

k* brothers Soideva and I lemadideva, two members of

the Nikumbha himib. who, feudatories of the Yadavas, ruled over the country

of the 1,000 villages. The metric al part of the inscription is followed by a prose;

passage which records a grant made b\ Soideva in favour of Ghiingdeva's college in

Saha 1 1 2M (A.D. 1200). This grant must , ol course, have been made' some time before

the inscription itself was composed ; for we know, from the preceding, that the inscrip-

tion was put up during the reign of Siiiighana w ho began to rule m Saka 1131, and

at a tune when the feudatory Soideva was dead and had been succeeded by his younger

brother. The inscription it seif is not dated, but it may have been composed it the

first quarter of the thirteenth century, some time after A.D. 1209-10.*

1 Indian Antiquary, VIII, 39.

1 Jipigrnpkta Indica f 1, 338.
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VAGHLL

About seven miles to tin* north-east of Chalisgfmn is the village of Vagldi,

whore there are the temples of Mudhfiidevl, a mile to the south-west of the

village, and ol Krishna in the village. (Plates XXXIII—XXXVT.)
The temple of Mudhfiidevl is planed upon an artificial mound upon the bank

of the river and is now partly in ruins. Smaller shrines which surrounded it,

and stood upon the margins of the platform, have disappeared, save the ruins

of one which stood on flu* south side of the temple. The foundation oi a forward

porch or vhhatn are seen at the east end of the platform m line with, and facing,

tin entrance of the temple, which is turned towards the east. Midway, between

the Mvo, a few stones mark the site of a small kunda (tank) or pavilion. The

fikhtmt has disappeared.

The temple would seem to lane been originally dedicated to Kfiryu Of

i he 1 1 live images in the three principal niches around the outside of the shrine

walls, that m the bark oi wr
est niche the most important one of the three, and

alwavs indicating the deit v to whom the temple is dedicated is Sfiry.' with

hi- se\en hoise.^ beneath him. That on the north is Mahakftli. and that on the

south is Oanapati. Lying within the temple are two large corner blocks <>f what

seems to be part of the rah (dwarf parapet wall) of a pavilion or the hull,

while, without, is another similar one. on each of which are three well carved standing

images oi Snrya, these being the only images upon them, each oi which i" about

a foot l.idi tie 1 block above the shrine door is (Janapati, who is as uni-

versal m tiie Dakhan, in t his posit ion. as (Jaja-Lakshnn is in the Kanaren* dis-

tricts. lmmediatclv above it, on another block, is a seated figme which may

possibL be that oi Sun a. hut it i- much corroded and bedaubed ll sits upon

a seat, with leg" hanging in western fashion, arms depending to tin* elbows,

and the hands (nought to the lap. from earh of which starts upwards, to either

side of the head, what miidit easih be taken for the stems oi Surya's lotuses,

111 addilmn to these evidences of ?hr temple having been dedicated to Sfnya

there are. in the "hum dour- posts ol small shrine doorways, or perhaps, the

fkinkirm p<».>is ol the back ol throne upon one of which Sfiry a. in a standing

position, is repeated all the way up in little niches.

The exl crio? ot i|i“ ti'iind'if well." are finished oft ipiitr plainly. Imoiii

this fact it mielit be infeired th.J there was an outei eorridor with sloping

comi'ks and rah around it. bn Mich a plain Hat wall would haidly have been lell on

the nut side oi a t< *.ipl< whose shrine walls have I men carefully decorated and wrought.

As in tin ease of the tempi* of Mahesvara at Patna, the shrine of’ this one

has been I >ur it or tie stat shaped plan of twenty eight points, two being absorbed

in each of tin* panel’* on the north, west and south faces, and eight in the

antechamber and entrance

The roof of the hall is supported, within, upon four very plainly decorated

inila v. which have jo images upon them. The central ceiling, and that of the

porch
j

air Mpiaie in phm, and rise a. hollow truncated pyramids, the sides
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being decorated with a series of horizontal concave mouldings. From the

top hang live rosette pendants. The antechamber is similar, except that it has

but one central rosetle. The shrine ceiling is circulai m plan, rising m diminishing

circles of plain mouldings.

Within the shrine, placed upon a temporary aliai, is now an image of

Siva-Piirvat I, having Nandi below them. Tins is all bedaubed with led pigment

and is the object worshipped.

The small shrine which stood on t h< south side of 1 he temple has fallen

down bodily over the edge of the platform, Lich is much broken a\va\ hen*.

The temple of Krishna, as it now stands, is of little inteie-t ,m\** for three

large inscription slabs built into tin* inner wall of the hail There js no M*parate

shrine, and what little of the original lemple remain- Jum been so encased in

mud walls that not even its plan can be made out One of it.* (tilings n sculp-

tured in bold relief with a group representing Krishna and the f/nj>is Within

the hall, upon u raised platform, is an arrangement made up with a brass ma-k

and which is now worshipped as Kri-hna I a members ol the Manbhava sect.

The inscription records the foundation of a > itfra *>\ hall of charity for

travellers and the learned and indigenl, and the < ction of a temple of Siva,

under the name oi Siddhesanatha or Siddhesvara, with a tank of well attached

to it, by a prince Oo\mda or Oovindara ja and his wile. The second pan of

the inscription records various donation,-, in favour of the temple and the chari-

table institute, made both by Uovinda himself and b\ (hi.- -oveieign hud) the

MahiinmndaUindtha . the illustrious King Senna. The grant was made on the

occasion of a solar eclipse wlu<li corresponds to Tuesday, iMst ,Iul\\ A lt lOtili.

Tin* King Spuria is the ])evagiri Yadava Seunachandra 11. A long list of pet tv

ruling chiefs is given, who are said to have come from Dwaiaka. 1

SANGAMESVAkA.

About fifte* n mile- to tin north-east of ‘hfdi-gann i- t lie -mall village u{

Sangamesvar a where, neai the pinetion of the two streams pen hed upon r

high bank, i- the old temph m Maiiadeva It r built iijioji a \ei\ high knoll

wdnch was once a stole- platform, with, apparent l\ , a brick tore it hire- the

east, and now ron-i-t.-. oi the n-md .-brine. a hall whom- roof ha- di appeared,

and a ven prolonged pmeh. The exterior of tie- l« tuple is j.ei(e<tl\ devoid of

figure sculpture, its iilnre on tie- walk- being taken by thiee running bands of

geometric ornament These are exceedingly (haste and cfleetivr. and are earned

round Ihe thre.e sides of the exterior walls of the hall and shrine m unbroken

lines. 'IV long approach to tin hall from the port ii seems to have been flanked

the whole* wav, on either side, with a dwarf wall and inside bench. The hall is

very plain within, there being no freestanding pillars in the middle of the

floor. The whole space was co\ered 1a .« large dome wlm Ii ha- fallen, leaving

but* one ring of its mouldings, which rest* upon a polygon of lzvteon e
<

j u a

l

sides. Upon either side of the hall arc plain recesses, without doorways or any

indications to show that they had been used as .-brines lire p liars arc, a- a

* Rpigtaphta Ind‘C4i, II gl
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rule, plain, but two at t he entrance of the porch, and the pilaster**, have been

decorated with similar surface ornament t o that on the bunds round the exterior

of the temple: (Plates XXVI, XXXIV, XXXVI and XXXVII.)

The ceiling of* the antechamber is peculiar, inasmuch as it is oval in design,

a very rare form. The rosette in the middle, which lonns the pendant, is ajso oval.

The doorway of the shrine is well sculptured after the style of that of

Gondesvara at Sinnar and Mahesvara at Patna, but more squat and clumsy in

execution. Over the door, upon the block, is (ianesa, and within the shrine is

a limp. Lying within ti e hall are se\eral loose images, among which are Uanesa,

Ma ha kali and JSiva-Purvai

Standing out. before t Ik* temple is a small modern shrine to lianuman, and

in a row to 1 he south ol tin* temple, and round about its porch, are a number of

little $annul shrines. Lying out before the porch is the mutilated body of a

small stone elephant having, on its hack, four heads joined together as in the

images of Brahma, and around its hack, like the boar at Balsane, are four

rows of seated derls. with some ornamental work, surmounted by the kirlimukha

over tin* tail.

r

l la* sikharu of tin* temple has gone.

CHAINL»UhVA.

Of about the same age as the temple at Sangamesvaru is that of Ohangdeva
at the village of the sane* name near t fie junction of the Puma with the Tapti,

fifteen inile^ < ast oi Bhtisaval. It has been a large and fine building, but whether
it wa- e\ (*t originally Implied or not ^ not \erv eleai. It has been finished off

in later times, wit ii brick and mortal in a \ery clunisv manner. The whole
length oi the temple measures <17 feet, and it laces the east. At the entrance
there me some dim ript ion ,, but the\ arc much effaced. The roof of the hall

lias gone, t ('get her with some of the pillars, and portions, only, of the lower parts

of the wails of the hall remain, upon which mud and brick continuations ha\c
been carried up to -upph the missing

]
onions. The basemenl is silted up. and

t\\(» oi three feet oi ih, lower mouldings are buried. 'Die original stone walls

end with tjie Mnng«unse above the < oi n a e and it is possible that the sikhara
was (unit, or was intended .. b.* limit, in bra k and plaster as m the temple at

Kokarmlsan in ihe Ahmed], gar Bi-trut The temple appears to have been
dedicated to , ;mlma\a wo:, hip. (Plates XXXMII—XL.)

[.poll . i.e broad sculptured band around the slmne walls are some boldly
cut ini.un-£

f
whirl, stand ail in relief from the walls, and are not placed in

niches as i. < he earbm temples. Most of t hese are female images, t he only male ones
occupying the principal panels, one on each. On the north, west, and south mitral
|i;ii>cls is a Of till

I

il'Uicj

.

Immi... ii, each ease « male will, a fvt i.al«- on either
Md-- ol him wind. ma\ uCi icj.n^-nl Krishna an, I some of Ins l,uh friends in
wl.osc ramtKinv fa- is «onerally shewn. The,' male figures are powered of hut
two arm- each, which show that they rannot dam, a higher status than demi-
goo- t ,y
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As in the temple of Mahadeva at Sangumesvara there in .j small oval doom

in the antechamber to the shrine. Within the shrine is an image which is said

to be that ot Uhangdeva. When* 1 lie water <>j ablution inns out through the

shrine wall on the north side, there is a ven ornamental gargovle in the shape

of a makarti, much like the one at the temple of Uondrsxara at Siiin.n m the

Nasik District.

In the* river bed is a temple ot modern minimi tmn, built, it u said, by

Queen Ahalvabai of Indor. xvluch has mine t<» grid m a curious manner. Tin* whole

of the upper part oi the temple lao tumbled o\ei into the bed of therivei m hlo<\

and now lies partly buried in the Mind. lm\ mg the 1« » 1 1 \ platform upon which

it was built, with nothing upon it except the lowei n.in,o of the temple plinth.

The two styles of construction the older and the mote recent are well exempli-

fied by these two temples. In the older no mortar \ue u-cd. the massive blocks

Flo. 8 -
'I'i rnpli in t li*

1 Ix il of tli«‘ ii\ i*i ttt ('Ji.'hjl’iIi \ . 1 .

being kept in the’r places by their own weight. superimposed one upon the

other without any cementing material, and. sometimes, with a very sparing use

of clamps. It thus naturally follows that when the foundations of such buildings

give way the superstructure comes down like a house of raids, the blocks sliding

off one another. In the more modern, mortar has been used with smaller blocks;

and, the mortar being exceptional!} strong, the whole La hardened into a

solid mass. The temple of Ahalvabai having been tints built, went over during

a severe Hood, in one mass intact. In the bed of the stream at F&tunde between

Chalisgaon and YagLII, is another indance of the great tenacity of mortar in

similar circumstances. It is the great square room of what appears to have

f 2
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been a Musalman mausoleum, canted over off its basement into the sand at

such an angle that a person may stand upon the accumulated sand outside and

look down into the interior over the tops of the four walls, the dome having

slid off. The four walls just hold together in an apparently uninjured state.

ERANDOL.
In the middle of the town at Krandol, t hirt\ -seven miles east <>f Hhulia,

c a large .solid!) built old quadrangle known as the P.mdav.i's v ada. It

is the remains of one >f those strongly built and enclosed ncmpie^ or rather

oaitly mo^jiie and partly fort wlmh wen- erect'd m tin* cailx* dav.-* o? Aluham

mndan rule., and >! the muieuil plan upon which lie* great ‘ \dm.i Utisjirf

at Anhilx ad-Pattan \v;o piobabh built, bike (lie lalln the ureatet part- of

this building, at t } *< * wcM end « » t 1 1 h • eomt vanl. . eenis !•» !ii\e been bwir of

the remam- of older Hindu temple- The couTtyard and the mo^jue were

enclosed by a loity sub-tantial .-tone wall having high an lied merges .ill

around the miCT side, in each <»l which i- a baned 01 gi.ited window. Then*

appears to hn\e been a tine pop h lieloo- ih<‘ entrance *o th(* «ourt\ard «n the

ca-4, but It l- now re] * resell t ed |»\ i huge pile of bllleii newein . nv<*r wlildi

the \isitoi has to rlimb to ivui h the uilcrim The undone which, as u.^uab

oceupieil 1 lie whole Width of the we-1 end. o] the eiiclosllic, has alnio-" entire}*,*

disappeared; tie* »epMa! bay onh innum- end this ha been enclosed h\- mud
walls arid is si ill imnI as a mosque. Ol the rest, all, except a feu -nlifarx

block.*-, ha- disappeared haixiMj -mm he.nil ilulh moved or prayer iurlu\s,

in th*. bark wall, which are pa'tlx bun. si in aeeumuhiteri debn (Phiti ajJ.i

The Hindu I'inni the place a- a llmdu building winch had l ven appro-

priated hy the Muhammadan-.. but r In •• not (juite n-nvn The buihlmp. >.

it now stands, r- p.trelv Muhammadan out. a; alrcadx ne*jit ioned g has ; n

great pail been built as all tie* eatliet luoMjue- were, oj julfered material,

Judging by the few c oliimns 4,
.at now remain the w hoie of the ]>illars of t hr

nsmpie were pn oabiv taken from nine iloidu temple or temples* and, where

tic* c.otirtyaid wall is br 'ken down m place-, carved temple stones md broken

image- may be semi built into tin interior. The beautiful hulmlhs, with their

IVr.dan inscription- ubo\» them, am pmelv Minalmah work, though earned

out in Hindu spirit, and, pphablx by llmdu workmen. They remind one much
of the de-igns of temple looiwav. A Hindu Mnjik possibly once existed lime,

and may hpx * or upied the sit** on xxhhh t lie mosque noxx stands— not hing mop'
probable* hut tin* Jlmdu. have now imi the shadow of a claim to 0t,]ie place,

Om of she inscriptions tells m that “The building of this Jamb Masjid
was linisi.ed 'Hiring the ougn of the Defender of Islam and ‘ Breaker of Idols/
Jahangir Ihtdsliahi ffha/a. May (h»d perpetuate his kingdom! Dated the fifth

month [m .ith of the month] of Zul- llijjah, in the. fifth year of his accession”
(AD. H>Jo) Tie reference here to Jahangir, as the breaker of idols, would
seem to Haply that Hindu shrines had been raided and dismantled to provide
material in this case.
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TEMPLES IN THE NASIK DISTRICT.

SINNAR.

S
INN A K, twenty mile> MMith of Nfisik. is an ancient town, and fia,s been men-

tioned m old recoids under the names Kindinagara, Seuiiupura and Sindmera.

~ In A. Ik 10lV» 1 lie Mahasamaula Hiiillama 111 of the Vadava family was ruling

ills hereditary pro\inee of Seunadesa, at Ins capital of Smdinugara, as a feudal nrv

of the Western rhfdukya kin** Java.uiiiha Jl. Later, according t < » the Vrata-

khamja and the Bassein grant of A. I). KMW, it is recorded that Seunachandra I

founded the town of Seuiiapura, It would appear that his son Dhadiysppu was

horn in the town of Sindmera. Tln^ is about all that we know' of it According

to tradition Sinnar was founded by a Davali (Vadava) < liicf 1
* a \ Shinguni about

seven Imndred yearn a«*o. Iln< son ]{;lv (Jovinda is supposed to have l>uilt

lie meat temple of (.iojidesv ara . o] Dovindesvaia. at a eost of two lakhs of

rupees It is possil>)e it may la* named alter (iovindataja, one of the Vadava

Princes. who ruled about the beginning ol the I lit It eenturv ([Mates XLII—
LI I and LY.)

This great temple of (iond»\s\nra. nuMdc the town of Simtar on the north-

east is tin* largest and most complete of its (lass in the Dukhan. It is a

jHthrhdyaltnia temple, that is, a gnuip of live shrines dedicated to five deities

Siva, Vishnu, Banapati, Sfirya and I* \L tie mitral main temple being dedicated

to the first and the tour small surrounding shrines to the others, Before the

main entrance stands the Nandi pavilion. The* buildings stand upon a long

rectangular platform, the main temple n the centre and the four smaller around

it, one at each corner. The wh< ,e group has been surrounded by a wall, now
mostly destroyed, with two entrance porches or gateways - one on the south and
one on I In east enclosing a l.-ge and ample courtyard. The great temple

faces east, aim the shrine contains the usual Saivite liAga. It is built of the

ordinary' amygduloidal trap rock of the locality, and this has not weathered well

m respect of thi .mailer carvings, the softer particles having disintegrated, leaving

tho surfaces of the exposed portions rather honeycombed.

The plan of the main building is practically the same as that of Ambarnatha,
its length, over all, being 78 feel. The exteriors are also remarkably alike, the

style and general disposition of t he mouldings being the same. The elephant

band in the basement of the Sinnar temple is bolder and far more effective

than it is at Amb&rn&tha, but the latter has a much greater display of images
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on its walls. In Gondesvara the porches are deeper and have had dwarf side
walls, inside, which form lynches

; these did not exist in the other.
Of figure sculpture upon the temple there ,s very little, and what there is

is chiefly confined to .small images in little panels around the porches. These
consist, of representations of scenes from the Hmmyano. female dancing figures,
and others of the different manifestations of the various gods and goddesses.
I he few images that, occur upon the main walls are very poorl> carved and
savour much of later work than that of Ainlmrnatha. Little'"pilasters and lozenge-
shaped flowers occupy, for the most part, the nn lies usually resen ed lor images.
The principal images upon the temple are those upon 1 he "outside of the shrine
walls. These are, above the gargoyle on the north side, and under the large
niche, a four-handed rirri oi goddess, and, on 1 lie south side of the shrine,
Braliml with three faces and a goose below her. The corresponding image on
the west, or back of the temple has been removed. 1'pon each face <d the temple,
above these, is a dee,], canopied niche in which were placed the more important of

the images, but they are now empty. Each has Gaja-Lakshmi above its cornice.

On either side of the mass of masonry staining out before the base ol the
Sikhara, that is, between the latter and the p\ : modal roof of the hall, are. two
niches one above the other. In those on the north side of the temple are
Siva, above, and what looks like Bhairava below. While, the lower niche on the

south side is empty, the up] ter one contains Siva dancing the tandum. Attached

to i iie pillars of t he porches were ornamental bracket figures of females, but. of

these, of .which there were four in each porch, two remain in the east or main
porch- one very much damaged- and three in the north porch. The pilasters

also had bracket figures, but they were of lions or griffins, and. of these, three

remain out of six On the whole, the images are very poorly carved and shew
to very great disad- .ml age beside tbo.>e -n the small temple of Aesvara to the

north-west of the t<-\w The ornament'd gargoyle, through wnich the waste

water from the slitme pus-e- out. upon t he non h side of the temple, is, though

mutilated, a part leula rly line piece oi woik. It is id the shape of the con-

ventional muknro so frequently introduced into temple decoration.

The east oi mam pun h is niudi damaged. The fonvaid beam is cracked,

and the immense in;.'-- oi masomy above which would otherwise collapse, i.-.

propped up by a slender square column of -tone. The uppei part of the parapet

wall on the north side has disappeared and the font a id stops and flanking

masonry have been entirely renewed. The side walls of the north porch have

gone, but portions of the forward steps and their flunking walls remain. The

forward beam in this porch is also cracked and is propped up by the insertion of a

pillar. The door lintel, too. is cracked, and is supported by two pillars, one of which,

a carved pillar from elsewhere, has a curious and uncommon arrangement, of foliage

around its shafts, which looks like work of several centuries earlier 'Pile flanking

walls on the east side, and most ol the step* of the south porch, have gone.

Here, again, the forward beam has cracked and has been supported by stone props.

The ceilings ol the porches are vc- neat, being formec of rings of cusped

ornaments, witli a small central pendant, which have fallen. On the face of the
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octagonal band, under tbe lowest circular moulding, are little figures, representing

various scenes, such as the churning of the. ocean by the gods and demons and

processions. On the dedicatory blocks of all the doorways is tiane&i. Kirti-

nt nklm masks and florid arabesque fdl up the corners of the ceilings.

The interior of the temple is of the usual style. Four central pillars support

the. central dome of the ceiling, and upon them and the walls rests the whole

weight of the hall roof. These four pillars, which are 1) feet (> inches in height,

arc very elaborately carved, the general plan, all the way up, being square with

recessed corners. The shaft, base and capital are divided up by horizontal mould-

ings. Among the images on the lower parts arc dancers, male and female, amongst

which arc seen Bhairava and otner deities. Higher up on the columns is a band,

on the four sides of which are small groups of figures, among them being two

very indecent representations. The pillar, at the north-west corner of the square,

ditlers slightly in two of the band- about the middle of t lie* shaft, but this is

due to a flaw in the stone which necessitated their being drawn in to form a

kind of neck to the pillar at that point. The pilasters are much plainer m design,

all the elaborate work of the interior being concentrated upon the four pillars.

These are of a very different style to those at Ambarnatha and Balsa ne ; they

arc far less graceful in outline, and the distribution of the variou bands and

panels of sculpture is not carried out with the same taste and eye to the general

balance of parts. The spreading toward- the base in the earlier pillar- gives

a better feeling of strength and stability. There seems to be a want of a definite

plan about the sub-divisions of these column-.

The great- central dome of the* ceiling. whi« h rises to a height of nearly 20

feet, is precise!} like that of the porches and the anteehambci neat and chaste

but not elaborate. Being so high above the beam.- compared with its span,

anil, having a deep projecting cornice loimd the inside of the beams, verp little

light ge.ts into the dome, which i , therefore, yen dark and gloornv The side

ceiling- use in foui tiers of eoneave cupped mouldings li«»m the -ide wall to

the central square.

In the wadis oj the luili. oh either side oi the entrance to i he antec handier,

are large trained niche*- for nua pr- but these are abseni There are aU<» larger

one-, ill the side wall.- of i he ante lumber llsell om Ml each Hd e . The beam
ucloss the ent ranee to t h«- nnteeh.mihei b Marked and l s supported lu a stone

Jirop. I he shrine Mmrwiiv is of t hi dine pattern as the outer or mam doorway,

being rather more elaborate than hint of temple No. I at Babane. and a great

deal more so thn. that of the .Inina temple at Afijaneri Save for the clumsy

threshold stone which seems to have been an after insertion, the BaFa lie door-

way is a stionge: and mme < haste design than the Sinnar one. fn this, the

pilasters, on either side wJiieh . uppori tin 1 cornice, me levs piominentlv marked,

and are more or h ss lost in the croup of mouldings wlm h -hi rounds ti. Tlie

fcitltmukha fa<‘e, which is as a iiih*. found upon the t lip'shoid, docs not recur hen*.

The interior of the dHi.c is ]>iam, the fb.oi being on the same it yei as he hall

floor; and in the middle of if is a large limja. The present Nandi, in the

Nandi pavilion, appears to be a comparatively new one; another one about the
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h has Uie appearance oi a temph ol t he best jirridd of Chiilukwin work, that

about the invent |, eentun and is possibly older than that of (hmdesvara.
I l,m ‘

*m ‘ *‘Oine details if seems to have honored from the northern .style,

Mich as, for msi r nee. the kwltaka bracket .ihove flu* capital oi tjie pillars- the
Imlf Jipirc in (Ik a< l ol supi oil mg l Ik- U-iuu. Tliio is not found in

( hfdukyan work 1

1 lie temple as it stands, eonsisls ol a shrme, with nearlv the wjiole of its

t<*wei nils,sine, and tv\o groups t)i join pdlar- standing out m front of the shrme,
nn li i<*fj formed part o) a long hall, or two halls, one in advance ol the other.

I hese retain their beams above them. Theie wen* enclosing walls around these,

Vhieh is shewn bv pails ol then Inundations which still remain (Plate LV).

I lien- was also a raised plat form around the shrine as the indented outline

for the elephant moulding ol its foundation shows Them would appear to Iiaae

been image- m the recesses be»\veen the pilasters all aiound tjie shrine walls,

but t hex hew been removed The group ol pillars, nearest the shiim, arc

ot tagohaf m plan will: recessed rumors but o* the outei group of jour, the

inner two am six-sided m »>lan and tin 1 outer pair are s<|uar»* Then are three

vrrv oiuaniriitai niche.- in t fir baa 1 oi i he shnne, one on cae|, mh\
Among the image.- .-lib rem. lining on the outside <>i the temple, which are

ad small is a atc< (l'ar\ati
'

' mated upon a ligri or a lion with rurlv mane
Up al»Ov e 1 he (orUUe on 1 lie south huv l.ltlie loluoi Ii'-Ii blankets oreupY

* he top.- ol t fie wall pila-tiM w I, lie. bet w rci them, in the Minning l»and. arc

siuab lignn*' ot sort, -one ol v. hah :.n* \er indecent Aroma! the h»wer part

o: lie v. Mio Wi.il.-,
.

poitj.'i: ot w|,.. h lemauis oil tin ? ;» > I < 1 • .-hie theft' hast

been som< \ ei \ fine caiv«o group; soiiie ol whuh f s ; * \ * 1 »< *«
*
r • rained /sm and

have l»**eii hii.h into tin w.dl oi I f 1 1 i< shrme <m the b.m! of the stream m*ai M
A liagment ol one ot th<-< group.- si sii t* in the moth wing wall, we.-t ha

with two on : it* north fare representing na ident from tin /,//// roue*/ t la other

being a group ol three Mundmg figure.- in an atmude ol adulation.

A most .superb
j

i»*< r o* e.uvin*. over a t r he.*- the iiiIim.ic to ij,< ante* hand < r

.

Forming .» .Aunn »n ui..' an h are inree bands tin centre one of little darning

dwarfs I lie-.!* n-e bom tl .aw of two tnak reus, ora* c »i i either side, with

Uic most wonde'ju! lads of how mg nabe -<jue. w ha h turn up over tji(*ir bja l.s

and forward on to the areJa*' h.imls The central seiiiicri ular panel, under

the u r< I . is o**' upied b\ a repn ntat *or oi Srv a dancing the tiiydnui . A musi-

cian on hi- hd 1 keep, turn < n his dium and fanatl ; its on his rigid amazed

at hi- pcrlorm ->:f e Three wedge shaped .-dots in the stone under fins sculpture,

show that allot he* Tib hid been .-hoped on below winch prohahh wa,- a sculp

t .red i and eor’t'iinmg Srv.Ts t/amt

Tiie ceiling o! tiie anteHnunhei is fiat arid is dividin' by deep cross bars

irdo rum* Mini. vpi&res rn each of which war a group of figures, but the central

one has: been destroyed Tire mumming represent tin* anhiad t koalas ol the regents

ol the eight points oi the ompas.- Tub is a \ery favourite ceiling in (Tifrlukvan

l Cunij*>ir* the walle f.nd x ^ \dii o .>,» iti lie trrnjde M Malihurjuiin at Kuruvutti, and with §oim* t»f tin-

l’
,! l*rs» »n Nttiiiierivaia at i.akkuudi J /#» UmlukyQh Architecture o/ Ik* Kanawsr platea IXX1IJ and
mu.
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JHODGA.
Jlmdga is about- seventy fi\r miles to the north-east of XThsik on the

borders of Kharulesh. At tin* loot oi a small lull, to Mm* west ot thr town,

is a well-finished old tempi* oi Mshadeva, whi-h looks *weerdihgl\ well as it

stands out in the open, without anv surroundings, upon it.-, high h:w*mei.‘

It consists of a ventral hall with its porch uni three, shrines, the main niLhurti

being all but complete. The whole is rirh!\ wrought and decorated. The

’ Tkt <' urtiukyin Architnlure nf the Kanarutt Ih^rict#
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m:im shrine, hall and porch arc of original ' construction, lml I he tun side

shrines .ire of later and inferior workmanship ; and no attempt has been made

o?) these to preserve the lines of mouldings which run lound the ohler work,

ft i'. possible the side shrines were not in the original plan, but had been added

ill the place ol pon dies. This alteration made the interim ven 1dark, and

so lour irregular nvtangula i openings were made in the side w alls to h*l in

a little light These appeal to have been made h\ knocking out the most

eon \ en jen t blocks v d .none Irom the walling The tempi* Lit e,» the ’weM, and

< ki/iapa 1 1 pie-ad* 1
- abwve tin* sfrnne doorwav

(
f kites i.nr I.A 1 »

TIm- st V |f ol tow •
i and the mouldings ol the outer walls i loM'U le.-emlm*

t ho a»* o 1 t»ond(s\.ifa .it >iunar and the mon 1

( omphde tnp W l< S the U tlie lima

K

Hi th< wall ornament enable m to recount nut l .be top ot the .-oZ/eon at Smuui

The Lhttt.-tnlJiu fai;e.*i at the loj» ol t h f> town ate repku ed h\ hum.'' kt< e

m l.'lej Jeumie-, The Lire ot the pobeellon on I lie tmni ot the tov\<| <

e.i n ei | into an elal.oi .te a rra ngemen ! ot /, o/sm and .iomh ot

ar.»bcN.jin» |n a panel n the eentfe i- a six handed ,-eale i mugi The I .v ei

hand- test in t||i lap but the uppei hunk and the head h.i'.e Uecn de.tr e.
,

IImou this U a row • » t niches. m the icntie ->m o{ v. hick judging Irom t
k<

general outline ol lim tract ured .siiriaee was J^ivi. prolwblv dam itig th v (innfara

t >u In. let t ale the remains ol a standing figure with one ot it.- hdt liamls

u< i‘o " it:- ehe it as si holding; a tlute to its Hioitfl’ as Krishna > u,-aia!!\ repre

sen led. while below is a Mna.l! Kneel, re figuo- p'lhap. t .aiuda with

heed and -dioiihter* dest roved * hi the right oi >iva was*, a. iiguie w :m h has

disappeared all lml one toot but the goose, below diom that it was Ida, lima

Thu- we haw : he tr.iid ol god.-. who are Hanked, on either *ide. bv a lemale

chuuri luarei beneath tin.- line ol figures. in I la pMilre. e. a sina.il ier

Tungjiui opening mto the hollow ol the 'nkhunt wiiieh d-cv, not appeal ever

to have been ua*d a-, a limir . it has tm dcdicaton image over it, noi has

st auv door-1 1 ante

A curious thing about this temple e that it has m» darned doorwav to

t lie hall, the cntrai *e hemg tin whole width between the pilaMem m front.

The temple is decorated with a gicatei numliei ol image,'- than that o!

t londesx ara at Snmai. and these ate ehiellv < onfinnl Jo the walls o( the shiine.

t Hi * he east <u bark «d tin* dirine. t lie principal niche e, empty. Above

on the base oi the silhm y/. m India seated with his elephant beneath him.

On the north -ide, lie* primipal n < lie inntain-. tin* tftndnnu but the legs and

.inn.* are broken ofT ; the image on the base ol the above, is gone.

On the oOlitii side, tlie principal niebe eontains lihaii.iva. while, above him

on the .suifi'tni. is A ama on lo.^ buffalo. These upper niches, therefore, coil

t tined the reg» nO of the points of the compass which they face. In addition

to these, oiner panels and corners ol the walls are Idled with images, single

or m pairs, mu b a.-> musicians, female dancers, the dilpnhis, Muhtsasitra mankind

several time., vpcated, AfahahalL and warriors with round and rectangular shields.

The inferior id tJic rempie is comparative! v simple and plain. One large

domical ceding co\ers in the mavdupa which is unsupported by any interme-
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their } »ils and a few hits of stonework, remains (Plate.- LViJ—LXI..)
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There is one group of shrines which, on account of their better preserve*

tion than the rest, and that in one of them is a finely engraved and important

inscription, might be considered the principal group. This cluster contains six

distinct buildings, which, at some time subsequent to the erection of the last,

have been surrounded by a wall with an entrance gateway on the south.

The largest, which we may call No. 1 ,
faces the east and, like No. 5 at Bals&ne,

has an open front and verandah
;

in fact, they all have this open verandah

in place of a porch. It consists of the shrine, with a pillared hall before

it, and a deep pillared verandah before this again. The exterior of the temple

is remarkably plain, the only decoration being a series of simple mouldings

with a few . fretwork bands running round it. This peculiar style of surface

ornament, which takes the place of the panels and figure bands in the earlier

«xamples, is seen more developed in the temples at Ratanv&di and Sanga&es-

vara, and, combined with figures, in Chftngdeva and Tah&kftri. The fikhara is

in the northern style, but is plain, the main features being only blocked out.

Within the shrine was un altar or seat, against the back wall, upon which,

no doubt, an image of a Jma was placed. Only the lower part of this now

remains, the rest of it lies about the shrine and hall, it having been wantonly

destroyed. Upon the dedicatory blocks of both the shrine and hall doorways

is a seated Jina, that on the outer one being flanked by images of. Parsva-

niltha, while that on the shrine doorway is flanked by devht. The central bay

of the verandah oeiling is domical and has a neat eight-pointed rosette pendent

from the centre. The side ceilings are oblong, and are just sections of the

side ceilings in the hall. The central bay of the hall ceiling is similar to that

of the verandah, but more lofty. The antechamber has a plain oval, rising in

two tiers, the oval being rather flat. It is like those in the temples at Sanguih-

esvara and Chftngdeva, and is very unusual. Being rather dumpy in outline

it is not a success.

On either side of the doorway, in the verandah, is a niche for an image,

but they are now empty. The floors of most of these temples have been up-

turned, probably by the Muhammadans in search of treasure.

The pillars are after the style of those at Pfitna, the Urtimukhn mask

forming a conspicuous detail in their decoration, and they have no images upon

them. Notwithstanding that this is a Jaina temple, the doorway has the kxrti-

mukba upon its threshold, one on either side of the centre projection. The

female images at the foot of the jambs, holding waterpots, are probably

intended for the river goddesses Gangft and Yamuna who occupy this position

in the Very early temples. The two large images of Parlvanfttha, above the

door, indicate, no doubt, that the temple was dedicated to that tirthankara.

Temple No. 2, which stands at right angles co the last and close to it, was
perhaps, the most important in the group, since it contains a slab bearing an
interesting inscription. It is smaller than No. I, but in otber respects it is

very similar to it. It has no pillars in the hall, the small size of the building

not making them necessary. The two pillars in the porch, or verandah, are
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rather more ornate than those in temple No. 1, and approach more nearly to

those of temple No. 2 at fials&ne, being almost counterparts of them.

Before the hall doorway is a very prettily designed low step or ardha-

chandra. The altar and the flooring of the shrine have been destroyed ;
the

doorway is like the outer one in the last temple, having two standing Par6-

van&tha images above it. Two large mutilated Jinas are lying in the hall

—

one a seated image with the top of the head knocked off, and the other a

nude image of Par6vanJLtha. it was thus a Digambara shrine. It faces the

south.

The inscribed slab is set up on the side wall of the hall, above a niche.

It is not built into the wall, but rather against it, being gripped and held in

position between the beam above and the top of the cornice of the niche

;

and since the top of this niche i.s five inches lower than that of the niche on the

other side, in order to allow of the insertion of the slab, it is likely the slab

was put up when the temple was built. It records the gift of three shops

in the city (probably Anjaneri) for the upkeep of the temple of Chandra-

prabha by the king Seunaehandra III in t§aka 1063 (A. D. 1142). It further

records that a rich merchant, named Vatsaraja, with two others, gave a shop

and a house for the same purpose.

There can be little doubt but that this temple was built before No. 1

for one would hardly expect to find a king settling gifts upon the lesser of

two temples standing side by side.

Of temple No. 3 only the verandah and part of the west wall of the hall'

remain, the rest being completely wrecked. The pillars and walls are very

plain and the doorway even more so. On the block, above the latter, is a

seated Jina. It faces north.

Buildings No. 4, 5 and 6 in this group were, perhaps, rather mu(has or

rest houses than temples. They have no shrines, and the halls of Nos. 4 and

6 are oblong. Four pillars support the hall ceilings in each case, and each

has a verandah in front. The central ceiling of No. 4 is flat, and is decorated

with three circular rosettes. Thin slender pillars were inserted between the forward

and back pairs of the pillars of the hall, to assist in supporting the extra

long beams above, but only one of these still stands
;

part of another lies

on the floor. Only one pillar of thr dah stands
;
the rest, with the whole

of the roof, has fallen. The building laces the south. Nos. 6 and 6, which

face the east, are in ruins.

About fifty yards south of the last group is another small Jaina temple

No. 7, which is very plainly built. The shrine doorway, which is very simple

in design, has a Jina upon the block but no work above the cornice. The

pillars have plain square shafts with simply moulded bases and caps, and a

few only remain. Beside this one, on the north, has been another Jaina shrine

or mafha, like Nos. 5 and 6, but nothing now stands except the doorway and

a j^rt of the adjacent wall. The whole appears to have had an enclosing wall

of some extent around it,
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No. 8, which is a small Vaishpava shrine, built and sculptured in the same

style as that of GondeSvara at Sinnar, is about a hundred yards to the west

of the last temple and nearer the village. Only the Bhrine of the temple is

now standing. Th$ three principal images on the outside of the shrine are

—

on the east, Var&ha, on the south Narasimha, and on the west the Vfimana

avat&ra. In the shrine, against the back wall, is a low altar, on the front

of whioh is Garuda, and over the shrine door are Siva, Vishnu and Brahma,

Vishnu being in the middle. The unage upon the dedicatory block above the

shrine doorway has been much mutilated, but it was probably Garuda. The

antechambor ceiling is, in plan, lentoid or a pointed oval which is a very unusual

shape. The temple faces north.

Twenty to thirty yards to the west of the last is No. 9, a small plainly

built temple, of which the shrine and 6ikhara remain, all except the lcalaia or

finial, the hall being completely mined. Above the shrine door is Ganapati.

There are the remains of what seems to have been an altar, with a weather-

worn image carelessly placed upon it. The temple faces east.

No. 10 is about twenty to thirty yaids to the north of the last, under a

large banyan tree. It is the wreck of a small Jaina temple. Over the shrine

doorway is a Jina, while sitting in the midst of this desolation, presiding

over the rains, is a much weatherworn life-sized Jina, sitting now' .in the

open air', the shrine walls having fallen. The temple faces the east. Behind

this shrine is a high rocky mound, having upon it some small memorial stones,

set up in a. line facing west, and daubed with red paint.

About, four hundred yards due north ot the first group of temples (Nos.

1 to 0) is a little shrine, No. 11, with its Mklara and antechamber, but without

its hall, which lias been ruined. It is plainly built, but has a good sculptured

doorway to the shrine, with Ganapati on the dedicatory block. The shrine

is empty. The temple faces east, and has an inscription of one line upon
a pilaster.

A hundred and fifty yards east-north -east of the last are two small

Bhrines (No. 12), the northern one of which is much shattered. The principal

images upon its walls are the tandava (?), Ganapati, and Mah&kSli, and Gapa-
pati figures, again, above the shrine door. In the shrine, againBt the back
wall, is an altar with Garuda on the front, which has probably been brought

from some other temple. Loosely placed upon it are images of Siva-Pftrvatl,

Narasimha and Vishpu (?). The temple faces east. About ten yards to the

south of the last is No 13, a plain, square little shrine, with a pyramidal
roof, facing west.

These last two shrines appear to have stood upon the edge of a large

masonry tank, and, at a distance of seventy to eighty yards to the north-
west of them, is a length of about ten yards of old masonry steps of the
tank still remaining. Down below these temples, in what was the bed of the
tank, was a mutilated boar similar to that at Balsfine, but it has only four
small figures upon lt-two forward and two aft A large figure, however, stands
beside the left shoulder of the boar with the right arm turned upward toward
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its snout which has been mutilated,

the boar ovatAra of Vishnu, which, on
Central Provinces.

This is, of course, a representation °f

a colossal scale, ia seen at Erftn in the

About three hundred yards east of the last, on the south-west comer ol

T •

0n0* * *ank’ ^ now a r*oe are the ruins of another Bmall
shnne (No. 14) which faces east. A li*ga lies half buried in the shrine. • In
front of it, on the south side of the tank, are the sites of two other small
shrines.

Nos. 15 and 16 are about half a mile east of the village, at the foot
of some low hills. They are the ruins of two small buildings, one being a temple
and the other probably a mafha. In addition to the above, there are the
sites of many more buildings, which are now represented by mounds scattered
about the fields, upon which still lie, in many cases, sculptured stones, columns
and images.

Beside the temples in the plain, there are sundry remains upon Aftjaneri
hill. Upon the very highest plateau, 4,300 feet above sea level, and some 2,000
feet above the temples just described, is a small roughly-built temple dedi-
cated to the goddess Anjini, who is here represented by the usual red-bedaubed
rough stone image. The material of which this shrine has been built belonged
to a previous temple of a more pretentious design In the upper cliff to the
north-east, just above the pond and bungalows, is a small roughly-hewn Jaina
cave. A small doorway, with coarse figures on either side, gives access to a
long verandah room, off the back of which is the shrine with a roughly-cut
Jina seated within. In the lower cliff, in the side of the gorge through which
the rough ascent passes, iB another small Jaina cave with its sculpture better
finished than in the one above. Parsvanfitha flanks the doorways. Like the
temples below, these caves belong to the Digambara Jains. Attached to the
cave is a water cistern.

DEVALANA.
The village of Deval&nft is fifty-six miles north-east of Nfisik. There is

here an old three-shrined temple dedicated to J&gesvara ; but the three shrines,

like the side ones at JhodgS, have been rebuilt in a very plain manner. .*

few courses of the basement of the old building remain below the later work
which show that, like the porch, it was elaborately decorated. As wili

be seen from the plan, the front of the hall is open, its eaves and corner*

being supported upon dwarf pillars which stand upon the low parapet wall,

An image of Siva is placed in a niche on either side of the entrance, and,
among the smaller ones round the parapet wall, are some very indecent pairs.

The hall has a central circular panel of sculpture portraying Krishna. an<j the

gojfo, like the one in the MSnbhfivft temple at Vftghll. There is also a panel
of three medallions, the centre one of which is worked into a design of Ndgas
whose rope-like tails are intertwined and knotted in a most oomplioated manner .

The pillars are somewhat like those at Afijaneri. (Plates LX1I and LXIII.)

K
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tringalvAdi.

Though not a built structure, the interesting rook-cut Jain* temple new

the village of TringalvOdi, is included in our account of the Dakhan shrines

since it has not been noticed in our previous volumes

on the cave-temples, not having then been examined.

Tringalvfidi is six miles north-west of Igatpurl, the

railway station at the top of the Thai Ohftt, the

cave being cut in the foot of the hillside, about a

mile west of the village. Though now much the

worse for centuries of weathering, it was once a

very ornate cave-temple. (Plate LXIV.)

It consists of a large hall, 35 feet square, off the

back of which are an antechamber and a shrine
>

and before it is a long verandah the full length

of the width of the hall. Along the front of this

verandah is a low parapet wall from which rise two

pillars, one on either side of the entrance, supporting

the outer eave of the verandah. Opposite these

pillars are pilasters, and, between the latter, is the

main doorway into the hall. Beyond these pilaster^,

and between them and each end of the verandah
t

is a grille window—two square bars each way divid-

ing it into nine lights. The front of these bars is

prettily chased with lotus rosettes at the junctions.

In the centre of the verandah ceiling, and in

front of the doorway, hanging in deep relief, is a

group of five figures in a circle. The middle figure

appears to be assisted or carried through the air by

another on either side, while two others, beneath, also

help. Over the doorway, upon the dedicatory block, is

FM. ia—Pillar in the hall of a .Tina
TringAlvidi

The hall ceiling was supported upon four columns set square in the middle

of the hall, The walls and ceiling are plain. Bound the two sides of the

south-west and north-weBt comers are very low continuous altars for images

while round the two sides of the north-east and south-east comers are high

benches which are not altare. The south-east pillar, only, remains intact (Fig. 10)

;

the south-west one is continuous from floor to ceiling, but is much corroded about

the middle. The north-west and north-east pillars have completely gone, frag-

ments hanging from the ceiling, and their stumps on the floor, being all that

is left of them.

The shrine doorway is much disintegrated, but it was not so elaborately

decorated as the front door. Over it, one above the other on three

of mouldings, are three Jinas. Within the shrine, which is quite measur-
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mg IS by 12 feet, are the remains of a Jaina image upon an altar placed

against the back wall. The chest, head and umbrella have been smashed and

thrown away—part of the umbrella lies outside the cave—but the legs and

the oushion are left. On the middle of the cushion is the bull, showing that

the image was that of a $ishabdeva, while on either side of it is an inscrip-

tion dated Saka 1266.

There was a very fine inscription upon the wall in the north end of the

oave, but only a very Bmall fragment of it remains. The letters are small

and well shaped. The inscribed surface seems to have been about four to five

feet across, but it is not certain how deep. The front of the cave with the

main doorway was originally painted, traces of which still remain. The parti-

tion wall, between the verandah and the hall, has been entirely built of great

irregular blocks of stone well fitted together.

chAndor.
At the town of Ch&ndor, some thirty-eight miles to the north-east of N&sik,

are a Jaina cave and the modern temple of Renukfi Devi ; and, on the hill

fort of Indr&i, not far ofE, is a range of thirteen small rooms cut in the rock.

The temple of Renukfi Dev! is quite a modern building and would not be

noticed here were it not for two curious wooden images found at it. There

is one feature, however, connected with the temple, which, may be mentioned,

and that is the fine broad flight of steps leading up to it. At the foot of

thin is a collection of miniature flights of steps, of five steps each, carved on

small square loose blocks of stone, which have been left here by pilgrims as

votive offerings, but with what object it is not clear. (Plates LXIV—LXVI.)

The wooden images, bedaubed with red paint and much weatherworn, were

found lying in the inner courtyard. They are worshipped by the people under

the names of Kharujfili and Mahfimfiri. An examination of them shows Uiat

they are Roman Catholic images, probably taken from some old ruined church in

or about Sfilsette. “ Mahfimfiri ” (? Mahfi-Marie) is a representation of the Annun-

ciation, in which the Virgin Mary stands upon a crescent moon with a crown upon

her head and clothed in flowing garments. Around her, forming an oval frame,

is a garland of flowers. The other image is that of St. Anne, with the infant

Mary upon her knee. The first was probably a panel in a church door or

soreen, while the second is a complete Btatue which may have come from a niche.

The Jaina cave, which is excavated in one of the lower cliffs of the

Chftndor fort hill, just above the town to the east, is a roughly-cut small room

entered by a single doorway and supported, within, by two heavy clumsily-cut

square columns . Around the sides of the cave are scores of images, large

and small, most of them being those of the firthonkofus. On the back, or

west wall, is the principal image, that of Chandrftprabha, with the crescent

moon carved below him. Upon the pilaster, on either side of him, are two

little groups of the twenty-four tirtliankaras. Beyond these are the two images

so frequently met with in Jaina caves—the man on an elephant on the one

ride and the woman on a tiger, beneath a tree, on the other. Very fine
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image* oi these two are found in the IndrS Sabha cave at Elfira, when they

an known as Indra and Indnni. They possibly represent some gnat local

patron of the Jains religion and his wife. Such portrait statues an common

in Gujarat temples—the statues of VastupSla and TejpAla, and their wives,

in the famous marble temples of Dilw&ra at Ut. Abu for instance. At the

top of the pilasters, on either side of Chandripmbha, is a small image of

S&rasvatl. ParSvan&tha also figures upon the walls. Upon the south wall of

the cave an images of Sarasyati and a four-armed Devi. These an red-leaded

and worshipped, the latter as K&likfi Mfttft, dirty bits of cloth being wound

about her to represent her garments. On the floor, midway between the two

pillars, is a tortoise in low relief.

Near the top of the ascent to this cave, where the way leads up some

rock-cut steps, are some miniature steps cut out in the rock, similar to the

little votive steps at Renuk&’s temple. In the rock, a little higher up the hill-

side, is a water cistern.

In the top of Indr&i fort, above the upper cliffs, towards the north end

and facing east, is a row of thirteen caves varying from twelve to twenty

feet square. They are in a continuous row, being separated from one another

by thin partition walls. Each has its doorway, two windows, and verandah,

and, in front of one, the largest, about the middle of the line, are two pillars

supporting the outer save of the verandah. In the middle of each of three

of the partition walls is a doorway connecting the two adjacent caves. There

is nothing about these excavations to indicate for what use they were intended

;

the absence of images would show that they were probably not used for religious

purposes. They were possibly intended to afford shelter to a garrison in ancient

times.

Of the history of Chftndor we know little or nothing beyond the fact,

gathered from a copper-plate grant, that the first ¥Sclavs king, Dfidhaprahfiia

had CbandrSdityapura (ChSndor) as his capital.
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kokamthAn.

THE village of Kokamth&n, about fifty-six miles north of Ahmadnagar, is

situated upon the right bank of the Godfiveri, some three miles to the south-

east of Kopargfion, a station on the railway. Built upon what appears to

be an artificial embankment, projecting into the stream bed upon the north-east

outskirts of the village, is a very interesting old temple. It consists of the

usual shrine and tnaifi4opa with two porches, one on the west side of the hall

and one on the north, directly opposite the shrine. A small additional Bhrine

takes the place of a porch upon the east side of the mandapa. The building

has been designed upon a star-shaped plan, which, however, is rather obscured

by the three heavy square buttresses around the shrine, and by the porches

and the square side shrine of the hall which break the star-planned corners.

It is possible that the side shrine of the hall is a later addition, the outer

walls, in their treatment, being so very unlike the rest. Had this been part

of the original plan, it would, like temple No. 1 at Bals&ne, have been carried

out in precisely the same style, the same mouldings and panelling being carried

around its walls. Like the temples at JodghU and Deval&nfi, this shrine has

taken the place of a porch which stood opposite the one on the west of the

hall. Above the doorways of the two porches, as well as above that of the

main shrine, is Garuda ;
which, coupled with the fact that the temple faces

the north, shows clearly that it was originally a Vaishnava temple. But above

the doorway of this small shrine is Gapapati, which is in favour of it being

built as a 6aiva shrine, probably when the temple fell into the hands of that

sect. (Plates LXVII—LXIX.)
Applied to the three sides of the shrine, outside, are three heavy but-

tresses, which, since they are not necessitated by any wall shrines within,

must have been added in order to strengthen the walls under the great pressure

of the lofty tower which rose above them. These are designed in keeping with

the walls and tower of the temple itself. The mouldings are the same though

on a miniature scale ; and from these it can be seen what the top of the

tower, which is now absent, must have been like. These are, without doubt,

original work, and were provided for in the original plan. Perhaps the inferior

quality of the stone used caused the builders to be doubtful of the ability

of the walla to carry the weight of the superstructure.
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The lower pert of the building, that ia, the walla between the ground line

and the cornice, ia built of atone, but the tower above thia, and the roof of

the maipfapa, are built of brick, the whole of which, both atone and bride,

having been plaacered. The ornament and figures, which had been first carved

in atone, have been overlaid with plaster, in which their outlines and forma

have been reproduced. On the brickwork the whole of the decorative detail

has been formed solely in the plaster, and, in this respect, differs from the

older brick temples, such as that at fiirpur in the Central Provinces, where

the ornament was first executed in the briok before being overlaid. It web a

common thing in the Dakhan, in temples of this age and later, to build them

partly in stone and partly in brick, and the plaster upon the stonework was

probably intended to bring the whole to one uniform appearance. In the

photograph the one is indistinguishable from the other.

The front, or north, porch haB a plain spiral ceiling similar to that in the

porch in the north end of the Jdmi' maajid at Ahmad&b&d, but with less

decoration.
1 It is now a good deal the worse for weathering. In the west

poroh is a ousped ceiling somewhat similar to those in the J&mi‘ Uasjid at

Broach ,

1 but not so elaborate as the best of those.

The principal object of worship in the shrine, at present, is the Ivkga;

but, behind it, resting against the wall, is a slab bearing an image of Vishnu

reclining upon Sesha, which is Bet up on end. The beams which stand forward

from the four walls of the shrine are supported upon intervening brackets or

consoles, in addition to the walls and corner pilasters. The shrine floor is on

the same level as the floor of the hall. The doorway is fairly well carved, and

is of the usual style, with a little florid centre piece under the cornice, as at

Pedgfton. Five devis occupy as many small niches in a line above the door cornice.

In the wall, on either side of the antechamber, is a niche for an image.

The antechamber ceiling is domical, rising in plain concave and concentric

mouldings to a central rosette, which falls again as a pendant in two tiers

of cusped mouldings.

The side shrine, ofi the hall, which is smaller than the principal one, has

a low altar at the back, upon which there is now a rather shapeless atone

which may have been the slab which once bore an image. It is daubed with

red paint and is called by the villagers Jagadambft Devi.

The central hall has no free-standing pillars, the ceiling being worked up
from the pilasters, which are generally square in plan. Heavy architraves form
an octagon of unequal sides, from which the domical ceiling rises in rings of

concave mouldings to a central pendent rosette, which again falls «s a tinij

Bach group of cup-shaped cusped mouldings, in the three tiers of the pendant,
has a separate drop or finial of its own. These drops, with the central one.

were fitted in as separate stones, some of which are miming There are eight

figure brackets around the inside of the dome, six of which hold

figures, the little squat figures below being musicians.

* Ankifttmt, by Dr. Jm. Roiym, Art I, plate XXXVII.
* (hjarit ArekiMmn, by Dr. Ju. Barge*. pUt* X—XVI.
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AKOLX.

The sleepy little town of Akolft, with its steep narrow streets paved with

oobbles, and old vddds or mansions now falling into decay, is built upon the

bank ot the Pravarfi river some sixty miles to the north-west of Afcin&dnagar.

To the east of the town, a little distance above the bank of the river, is the

old temple of Siddhe&vara. It iB said

that the temple was buried in the silt

of the river, until about 1780, when a

kunbt’s plough struck against the kalaia

of the spire. If it had been buried,

it must have been under the gradual

accumulation of earth washed down by

the rains from the hillocks that overtop

it on the south. Its basement is at

present buried to a depth of about

four feet on the side of the hillocks

and some two feet on the opposite.

The style of the temple is that of the

temple of Balefrvars at Pedgaon, the

walls being comparatively plain when

compared with the more highly sculp-

tured shrine. But the most interesting

feature of this temple are the two

doorways to the sanctum—the usual

one leading from the hall, and a second

opposite to it in the back wall, leading

out into the open. This is peculiar

and very unusual .
1 It is a Saiva temple

dedicated to the worship of the liiiga,

and appears always to have been so. It

faces the west. (Plates LXX—LXXIII.)

The general plan consists of the m09-

4upa or hall, entered through a porch

on the west, with an antechamber and

Tiriwft on the east of it, and a porch, again, before the eastern, or back door,

of the shrine. On the north and south sides of the hall, forming wings to it, are

porch-like extensions, but having no exit. They are walled in all around with a low

dwarf wall, from which rise dwarf pillars supporting the overhanging cornice above,

and leaving the space between the wall and the cornice open.

1 Further up thi* valley, at the village of Ratauvidi. ia an old temple which, like this, has an entra doer to

the ghrine through the back wall. At Sinnar, in the village, ia another old temple with lour doom to the abline,

which has already been noticed. The old temple of Siddhangtha at Mandhktk, in the Narmadk. has a ahrioe with

tour doom, but, in this case, the shrine is the central feature of the general plan, which U that of a Qt«k cross,

the arms being the porches in front of the doom. One other shrine, with four doom, is that in the village of Unkal,

Ig fim DhUnr District, described in my volume on Cbkhikyen architecture. This last is cf the same plan aa that

4 -
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Ftti. 11.—Pillar in the temple of Siddhesvara.
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The whole of the roofing of the temple, excepting the ceiling of the
eastern porch, is of late work from the beams upwards. When these repairs

were carried out the walls were “pointed" with mortar where no mortar
existed before ; and these raw white lines do not improve the appearance of

the building. Five roughly-shaped columns, shewn in the plan in hatched
lines, have been inserted to support cracked beams. The small pillars, placed

between the four large ones, and in the middle of the sides of the north and
south extensions, are seemingly original and in their original positions. The
inner faces of the beams, in the central bay of the hall ceiling, are sculptured

with bands of figures in relief. Upon the east beam the churning of the

ocean is portrayed. Holding on to the tail of the serpent are twelve male
figures, while but one male figure holds the head, beyond which are three female

figures seated, and a horse and an elephant, the products of the churning. Between
the three female figures and the man who holds Ihe elephant, is an un-

occupied stool towards which the female figures turn in an attitude of

supplication. Over the west beam is Vishnu on $esha, with four Nftga figures on

one side and five on the other, while, beyond them, stand men in rows holding

garlands. On the south beam is a battle scene with horses and elephants and
camels.

1 Upon the north beam is a procession, in which the principal figure

is carried in a pdlki, with horsemen and elephant before, and a file of men
with swords and shields behind. On either side of the antechamber is a deep

framed niche, now empty. Except for these the walls of the temple inside are

quite plain.

The shrine doorways are fairly well decorated, both being alike ; upon the

block above the doorways is Oanapati. The entrance doorway to the hall on

the west, together with its porch, have been entirely rebuilt, the side jambs
and threshold, only, of the original being included in the new work. The
shrine floor is lower than the rest, and a step from the doorway leads down
to it, where, in the centre, and sunk within it, is the litya. The Nandi,

instead of being in front of the temple on the west, is placed in front of the

back, or east doorway, of the shrine.

Upon the outside of the shrine walls, on the north and the south, is a

niche. In the south one is a representation of the tanfava of Siva, while

in the north one is KSlikfi-Mftta, or Mah&kftli, as a skeleton dancing upon a
prostrate figure, but both are much mutilated. Round the outside of the low
walls of the porches are little figures in recesses between miniature pilasters.

These are not well carved, having large heads and goggle eyes. Two of these,

on the east side of the north porch, have been enclosed in a little arclied masonry
recess, and have been well smeared with red paint. They are flnyefa and
Mah&k&li.

There are four much worn mragain, or hero stones, on the south, and one
on the north side of the temple, and not far from it.

* The oamel it very rerely teen represented upon eerly Hindu templet. It ooeun upon the tempb at the Hire
getewey et Debhoi . end on two of the letor tempiee et Chitorgerh.
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The portion of a pillar bearing an inscription, mentioned in the Indian

Antiquary ,

1 is in the old kacheri enclosure before the Subordinate Judge’s court.

The letters are almost entirely obliterated. Above the writing are represented

the sun and the moon. The stone, which is a pilaster, does not appear to

have belonged to this temple. Mr. Sinclair, writing of this temple, said, “ unfor-

tunately the front porch has been restored, by some pious blockhead in the

Saracenic style of a handsome modern temple in the village, so that it is not

available for purposes of comparison. More than that the Vandal threw away
the ruins of the old porch, on one of which was a long Sanskrit inscription

observed, but not copied, by Dr. Gibson twenty-five years ago. After long

search I found that the fragment, on which it was, had been turned face-up

under a nim tree, and used as a seat by the idlers of the village, who had
with their barbarous hinder parts obliterated the inscription (never very deep

or clear cut) beyond all hope of transcription or estampage, though it is

possible that a competent Sanskrit scholar, with time and the stone before him,

might decipher a few words.”

ratanvAdi
At the small village, of RatanvAdi, twenty miles further up the Pravarft

valley from AkolA, is the almost complete old temple of Amritesvara, measur-

ing sixty-one feet by thirty feet. It is built upon very nearly the same plan

as that of Siddhesvara at Akolft, and, like it, has a back entrance into the

shrine. Instead of the porch-like wings to the hall, we find here shallow

recesses in which are perforated windows. Possibly this was necessary as a

precaution against the intrusion of wild beasts, as the temple is so close to the

forests and defiles of the ghdts, the hamlet not being itself large enough to

inspire fear and respect. (Plate LXX.)

The roof of the maiulapa has disappeared, leaving the inner lining or shell

of the ceiling, but the Sikhara
,
over the shrine, is almost entire, and is a very

ornamental one. It is of the same style as that of Gondesvara at Sinnar.

The walls are decorated in the same manner as those of the Akolft temple,

but slightly varied in detail. There were no images on the walls of the temple

excepting what were in the two niches, one on either side of the shrine outside.

The temple faces the west and is dedicated to Siva, his linga being in-

stalled in the shrine. The Nandi, as at Akolfi, is placed outside, facing the

back door of the shrine.

tahAkAri.

The temple of Bhav&ni or Dev! at Tah&k&ri, ten miles to the north-west

of Akolft, is a three-shrined temple, in the principal shrine of which is an

imago of Mah&lakshm!, whilst above the door is a dew. There are images in

the three principal niches and the recesses around the shrine. The Meharas over

* Vol. V. ph* 8.

I
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the shrines, which are very dilapidated, are built of brick like that of the

temple at Kokamth&n. The rest of the building, below the cornice, is of

stone. Plates LXXT and (LXXIII—LXXV.)
The pillars, within the temple, are rather plain. In the central mai^apa

which is common to all three shrines, there are twelve pillars in the square

namely, four principal comei ones and eight smaller, introduced as intermediate

supports between them, as the span of beam is rather long between the corner

pillars.

The ceiling of the maitfapa is particularly fine, it being most elaborately

chiselled. It is almost hemispherical, and rises in the usual manner by con-

centric rings of cusped mouldings to the central pendant. The ceiling of the

porch is also good. There are eight dancing bracket figures in the former,

and there were six in the latter but two have disappeared.

There is an old Sanskrit inscription oi Saka 1060 (A. D. 1128) on a pillar

of the maiyfafa of a small ruined shrine between this temple and the river.

PEDGAON.

Pedg&on, eight miles south of Srigunda, stands in rather a commanding

position on the high bank of the Bhim&. The village occupies a long Btrip

of land which, with the river on the other side, hems in an old Musalmftn

enclosure which is roughly a quarter of a mile square, almost completely over-

run with prickly pear. The fort is said to have been built by the Dakhan

viceroy Khan Jahan who was in camp here during the monsoon of 1672 when

in pursuit of Sivftji. He gave the place the name of Bahadufgadh which has

not .been retained. The Muhammadan buildings which, judging from the greet

amount of debris, must have been very extensive, have almost entirely dis-

appeared, the most complete being the Bib! Mahall, occupying a delightful

position upon the ramparts overlooking the river. But, although nearly three

times the age of the Musalman remains, and despite the devastating effect of

the spoiler's hand, there still remain, within the precincts of the fort, the ruins

of five old temples, one of which, that of Lakshmi-Nfir&yaoa, is a perfect

little gem. Pedg&on must have been a place of importance long before the

advent of the Muhammadans, and, perhaps, this was due, in great measure, to

its favourable position on the BhimS. At this point the Sarasvati river, upon

which § rigundii stands, joins the Bhim&, the junction of rivers being generally

considered more or less sacred places. (Plates LXXIV and LXXVI—LXXXIV.)
The temple of Lakshmi-N&rftyana, measuring about 64 by 36 feet when

complete, is most profusely decorated both within and without, and its outer

walls are thickly covered with image sculpture, which has come in for a certain

amount of delicate attention from Musalmftn iconoclasts. It iB a Vaishnava

temple, facing west, built upon a high part of the bank above the river. Its

tower, now absent, was, probably, like many of this class, constructed in brick*

work. The basement mouldings are crowded with little figures of horses, ele-

phants and men ; the asvathara or horse moulding, just above the elephants.
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being very rarely found in these temples. The walls, pillars and door frames
are all richly wrought, but by no means so minutely as in the temple of

Ambarn&tha.

The pillars are of a different type to those at Ambarn&tha and Bals&ne,
having a new feature introduced which is found in most of the medieval
temples of North Gujar&t, namely, the water pot and foliage element. 1 It

occurs in the temples at Jodgh& and Kokamth&n already described. In this

case, however, the waterpot is rather masked by an ornamental ribbing of lotus

buds and stalks which are bound around it by a narrow band or fillet. The
foliage, very much conventionalised, hangs over the lip of the jar or pot and
forms four corners upon which rests a thin square slab. 2 The waterpot, with

and without foliage, enters very largely into the designs of the pillars in the

cave-temples, where, as in the K&rli cave, it forms, without foliage, the greater

part of the base and, inverted, the capital of the pillar.

The large band of images, around the walls, is not cut with the same deli-

cacy of touch as in the earlier work
;
but the figures stand out boldly from

the walls and are very effective.

The hall, which had three porches, is enclosed by perforated screen walls,

as may be seen in the elevation on Plate LXXX1, which allowed more light

and air into the interior than in the older temples. This perforated panelling,

like that in the side shrine at Kokamth5n, is very plain when compared with

the decoration of the shrine walls, and is an effective foil to the latter. Nor

is it anything so rich as that found in Ch&lukyan temples, such as that of

Trikutesvara at Gadag in the Dh&rw&r District. It is here, perhaps, more the

result of economy than any special purpose of design, for it is very evident

that, for these later temples, not so much money was forthcoming as for the

earlier. This, too, may account for the brick and plaster towers as found in

the Kokamth&n example.

In the photograph, Plate LXXVIII, is seen the rough method of laying the

foundations of the building with rough boulders upon the ground surface,

already noticed in the Architectural Note.

Standing out in front of this temple, and facing it, is the ruined temple

of B&leSvara. It is a picturesque pile of ruins, and looks particularly fine in

the evening, backed up with the setting sun and the far-away windings of the

Bhim&. Besides these, the other temples here are those of R&me&vara, Khole-

ivara (called also Malik&rjuna) and Bhairavn&tha, originally a Jaina temple.

There is nothing particularly striking about these. They are sadly ruined and

dismantled, the shrine only, in each case, standing, the rest being heaps of

.ruins.

1 Soe The Architectural Antiquities of Northern Gujar&t, by Dr. Jaa. Burgess and Mr. H. Cowans.

* This oarriee out the same idea as in Corinthian capitals, where the upward growing foliage, meeting the under

surface of the flat tile or abacus, curls back upon itself, and, in the Indian examples, hangs down in more pendent

msy Good examples of this, occurring in early work in the oMe-templea, may be seen in the plates LVITI.

LxSl, LXVI (ribbed somewhat like the Pedg&on pillars) and LXXXIV in the Cace-temples of India (Ferguaeen

*nd Burgess).
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KARJAT.
Karjat is twenty-one miles east by soutb of firlgunda. The temple of

Mah&deva, though old, is of no particular merit. On the front of the shrine

of Malik&rjuna, outside the north gate of the town, is a row of very indecent

figures. The temple of N&gesvara or Nfigoba, across, the stream from this,

has a shrine whose floor is six feet below the floor of the hull, which is

approached by a flight of steps, leading down to it, from inside the shrine

doorway. The antechamber to the shrine is about two feet lower than the

hall floor. (Plate LXXXV.)

mandugAon and limpangaon.
The temples at these two places are fair examples of the later temples

which may be more correctly called
u
Hemafjpanti ” than most of those already

described, built subsequently to the middle of

the thirteenth century. They are conspicuous

by the absence of image sculpture on the

outside of their walls, the decoration being

confined to mouldings in string courses and

geometrical designs. As already surmised, this

may be due to want of funds for a more

elaborate building, or to the presence of the

Muhammadans in the country, who were

sworn enemies to all forms of idolatry.

Images displayed openly upon the exterior

would only excite their fanaticism and be

an invitation to their iconoclastic tendencies.

The Hindus were beginning to find that their

idols were safer stowed away within their

shrines.

On either side of the main porch of the

temple of Siddhe&vara "at Limpangaon is a

large perforated screen wall which is neatly

designed in imitation of cross bars, and slightly

decorated. The building looks heavy and

massive. The pillars of the hall are very

well proportioned. The temple is, in every

respect, «a much better one than any of those

at firlgunda. (Plates LXXXV-LXXXVI1.)

£>RlGUNDA.

The temples of Vitob&, Rakham&i, Hatkes-

vara and Muh&lakahmi, though old, are very
Fra. 12. puitrin th. tempi.» LimpMfioB.

an(j uninteresting structures. They are

examples of a decadent class which is very widespread, and probably built when

funds were not available to erect them m the more ornate style. The walls
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are perfectly plain and the only sculpture about them is poor, it being principally
confined to the pillars and door frames. (Plate LXXXVI.)

^

Some very good wood-carving decorates the facades of two houses at
Srigunda, of the style, though not so old, as that found in such abundance
in many of the old towns of North Gujarat.* It is very similar to that upon
some of the old Maratha palaces in the city of Poona, and that which was
brought from Kittur, ;n the Dh&rwftr District, when the Des&i’s palace was
demolished in the insurrection of 1824, of which a beautifully carved doorway
was preserved in the local Magistrate’s office at Hubli. In plate LXXXV1 the
brackets remind one much of those, in stone, under the cornices of the old
mosques and tombs at Bijapur. The application of the decoration on the
door frames is particularly well carried out. The blank square in the middle
of the lower lintel probably had a painted picture of Ganapati or some other
favourite deity.

?!?r
A
rt

i,eelUral AntUluities °f North Uwrdt. by 1)1 . Ja*. Burgeon, C.I.E.. and Henry Con «n*. I'late.
IV, XX. XXI. XXII, XXXVI and XLVI.
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khatAv.

T
HE Sftt&rfi District has a very poor lot of old templeB. At Katfiv, some

twenty-five miles east of S&t&rfi, are a few old examples of the “ Hemadpanti
”

class, the most complete among them being that of Nfiganfttha across the

stream bed upon the north-west of the town. It occupies a conspicuous posi-

tion upon high ground, having an open front with a neatly decorated fapade.

It is a small building, measuring no more than 60 by 30 feet, and consists

of a plain square hall, antechamber and shrine. Four pillars support the central

ceiling, and two more the eaves and cornice of the open front. The pillars

are of the later CbSlukyan type. Ganapati presides above the shrine doorway,

and, within, is the liftga. The iikhara, or spire, has disappeared. Without,

facing the shrine, is the bull Nandi. (Plates LXXXVIII and LXXXIX.)
Beside this temple is a smaller one of Ganapati, which, having been strip-

ped of the outer casing of its walls, shows the manner of building, and the

rough backs of the blocks forming the inner shell.

The temple of Somesvara, in the fields beyond the stream, on the north

of the town, is similar to that of N&ganStha, but smaller. It was never

finished, much of its decoration being merely traced out on the walls. The
temple of Bh&iroba. in the village, is a long clumsily-built old shrine, on either

side of the entrance doorway of which stands a roughly carved virwfbl. The
temple of NarSyanadeva. near by, consists of a partly ruined old temple

repaired and added to with brick and mortar masonry, and a wooden-tiled

marufapa or hall. N&r&yanadeva is set up within the shrine, but, in a niche

in the inner hall, is placed a linga. There is rather a good doorway inserted

in the entrance to the courtyard.

KATARKHAtAV.
At K&tarkhatav, twelve miles south-east of Khatftv, is the old temple of

Kitaretvara of similar construction to that at Khatftv. The pillars are better
finished. Along the face of the facade wall are several indeoent figures in

panels. He temple has portions of its original brick tower remaining, suffi-

cient to show that it rose after the Ch&lukyan style, with cusped arches, as
in the temple of K&sivfavetvara at Lakku^di, the brickwork having had a
thin layer of plaster over it. Where a part of the walls has fallen away at
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the back, may be seen the mode of
“

filling-in ”, betweei the outer and the
inner casings, with boulders eight to ten inches in diameter set in a grouting
of white mud. (PlateB LXXXIX and XC.)

CURSALA.
The temples of GursSla, a few miles to the south-west of K&tarkhalAv,

are of special interest. That of Soinalihga, in the village, has its spire intact.

The total disappearance of the spires of the great majority of the old Chftluk-

yan and “ Hemadpanti ” temples seems almost unaccountable. The finely-

carved stone spires of those that are left would lead one to suppose that they
were all in that material. But this shrine, the Katarkhatav one, and a few
to be found in the adjoining Haidarabad territory, shew that brick spires were
in as much, if not greater, use than those of stone, but whether on account
of the greater lightness of the mass or the cheaper mode of construction, it

is difficult to say. This temple of Somalinga is a very solidly built structure,

whose walls are severely plain. The pillars, within, are also plain, but are well

proportioned. (Plates XC—XCIII.)

The temple of R&malinga, outside the village, is a neat little combination

of kurula, or tank, and shrine, the latter standing upon the west margin of

the tank, and forming, with it, part of one general design. There iB a row
of the usual grossly indecent figures on the front wall of the temple. The tank

is square, with flights of steps leading down to the water’s edge from an inside

platform which runs around some distance below ground level, the stair to

which descends from the side opposite the temple.

SINGHANAPUR.

Singhanapur, with its celebrated temple and fine large tank, is situated

in a depression in the hills upon the very crest of the high tableland which

here falls abruptly into the valley of the Nira, about forty miles to the east

by north of Satara. From the hills around, and especially from the court

of the great temple, which is perched upon the highest summit, a magnificent

view of the country below is obtained, which stretches away from Phaltan to

M&lsiras and further. The town is said to have been founded by the Yadava

king Singhana (A. D. 1210-1247), who is also credited with having built one

hundred temples of 6iva daily
!

(Plates XCI, XCII and XC1V.)

The great temple of fiambhu Maliadeva^which is a good example of a very

late “ Hemadpanti ” temple, is situated about three quarters of a mile west of

the village upon the highest point of the range, and is a conspicuous object

for miles around. Beneath this temple, upon the north side, is the older one

of Amritesvara, while, around them both, upon the sloping eastern and northern

sides of the bill, nestles the little village of Brahman ministrants. A broad

flight of steps leads down, under two great archways, to the plain beneath,

whwe it joins the road which connects the hill with the village. On either

side of this road are dharmaiilas or rest-houses, wells, and mmdds 01 tombs.
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mAlsiras.

T
HE Sholapur District is even more bare of antiquarian remains than the

S&t&rfi District, and, what there is, is not of very much account. At
MSlsiras, fifty miles west by north from Shol&pur, are the ruins of two

old temples—that of Somesvara, just inside the north-east gate of the town, and
that of Mah&baleSvara, a short distance outside to the north-east, on the bank of the

stream. The former stands upon a high basement and is much ruined—the
shrine, without its tower, and some of the pillars and beams of the maridapa

alone standing. Carved blocks for the ceiling lie about, and the temple,

generally, looks as if it had been left unfinished. The other shrine is rather

a mean little building, but, though old, it is in a better state of preservation

than the first. (Plate XCV.)

VELAPUR.

Ten miles south-east of M&lsiras is the village of Velftpur, where, by the

roadside, just outside the village, is a plain, but well-preserved old stone temple

with a well-built dharmaiala, or rest-house, beside it. Around the temple,

set up in the ground, were about twenty well-carved viragals or hero stoneB.

One of these was sent away in order to be placed in the Prince of Wales

Museum in Bombay. There were seven in one line, and the rest were scattered

about. The sculptures upon them represent battle scenes in which the heroes

distinguish and extinguish themselves, the same heroes in paradise, and the

worship of the Unga. They are not so delicately and minutely carved as many
that are found in the Kanarese districts where the Chfilukyan style of archi-

tecture prevails, but are much the same in other respects. Viragals are not

often found in the Dakhan, sati stones, commemorating the self-immolation of

widows, being more common. One small one would seem to indicate that the

deceased met his death in the chase. Another stone bears a representation of

Gaja-Lakshmi, or Lakshmi with her elephants pouring water over her. (Plate

XCIII, XCV-XCVII.)

4 Upon the far side of the adjacent tank is another double-shrined old

temple of the " Hemadpanti " class. In the village is the temple of Hara-
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Harefivara which is a conglomeration of buildings, the nucleus of which

is a triple-shrined old temple

of poor construction. At the side

of the steps, leading down to a

square tank in front of it, is an

inscription which records the set-

ting up of a kalaia or flnial, or

n other words the consecration

and dedication of a temple by

Brahmfidevarftna, a subordinate

chief under the king Praudhapra-

tapachavartin Sri R&mchandradeva

in ilaka 1227 (A. D. 1305). An-

other, partly abraided inscription,

on a rough block of stone near

the entrance to the temple, re-

cords a gift of lands by the chief

Johadeva in Samvat 1922, during

the same king’s reign.

Fro. 13—Pillars in the temple of VelApur.

PANDHARPUR.

Befofre leaving the Shol&pur District we may notice the celebrated temple

of Vithoba at Pandharpur, on the banks of the Bhim5. Though of little

interest from an architectural point of view, this Vaishnava shrine is of vast

importance in the eyes of the people of this side of India. Four times a year,

but more especially on two of these occasions, pilgrims from far and near

congregate in thousands, arriving, with their pilgrim staves and banners, and

the -tinkling of bells, by train, bullock cart, on foot or pony-back, weary and

footsore. Some even come upon all fours, measuring their length in dots and

dashes along the whole journey, among whom not a few artfully mark out

the forward limit of each stretch with a short cane or stick thus gaining a

foot or more upon each length. On arrival at P&ndharpur they at once fall

willing victims to the wily priests, who discover their family names in their

respective lists, and appropriate them accordingly. These constitute themselves

their spiritual and mundane ministrants for the period of their stay in the

town, which is generally limited by the amount of ready cash the devotee

possesses, or rather the amount he can be induced to part with. Having bathed

in the river and shaved off his moustache, if he possesses one, the pilgrim

is taken to make his first call upon VithobS and RakhamM Devi, and the

minor deities who patiently await him in the many smaller shrines sur-

rounding the main one. Here he obtains absolution, and various other favours

and privileges, according to the weight of his purse, for Vithobft is a respector

of persons. The open-handed pilgrim he receives in his best clothes and jewels,

arid -the more of the latter are piled ou the more that open hand contains.
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Vifhobft is said to have ooirie originally from DwArka on a visit to a

certain youth Puridalika who constrained the god to take up his abode at

Pa^dharpur. How he came, or the date of his coining, no man knows : these

are idle questions
; he came and that is enough. But though we cannot tell

when he came, we can make a shrewd guess as to when he was housed in

his present temple. It is a more or less recent structure, but there are

remains of older temples about the town, and evidence that this particular

one has been in part built from the materials of a more ancient shrine ;
but

whether it stood on the site of the present one it is hard to say. That the

present temple succeeded an older one to the same deity there can be little

doubt, for an inscription upon a pilaster of a former temple, now used as an over-

head beam in the present, tells us, in Kanarese and Sanskrit, that the Hopsala

king Yira-Somesvara, in Sammt
, 1159 (A. D. 1237), gave a gift of gold to

the god Yitthala, which is an older form of the name Vithobft. Portions of

this inscription, in its present position, arc* covered by the overlapping of the

capitals of the pillars below it, thus shewing that it could not have been

engraved in its present position. Between the present temple and the river is

a portion of an old temple converted into a chdvadi or police station. The

pillars are all standing in their original positions, and upon one of them is

an inscription in Sanskrit verse recording the fact that a subordinate chief

Kesavamandalika performed the aptoryama sacrifice in the temple of Pandu-

ranga Yitthala on the banks of the BhimarathI in Samvat 1192 (A. 1). 1270).

This would make it appear that this was the original temple of Vithoba.

Between this, again, and the river, are the remains of two other small shrines.

The present temple of Vithoba, which is shut in upon all sides with houses

has been built in instalments, the Sikhara or spire having been erected within

the last sixty years
;

the substructure might go back two hundred years, hardly

more.

VANG I AND WARKUT.

At the villages of Vangi and Warkut are a few odd remains but they are

not of much consequence. At the former place are the ruins of some small

old shrines ;
at the latter, a number of old sculptures which formed part of

an old temple now no more. They represent Vishnu and 6iva in different

forms, lndra with his elephant, and a Diana of the chase. (Plate XOVIII.)
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BARS I TAKLI.

T
HE tow Hindu remains in Berftr may be included in the temples of

the Dakhan, since they are well within the limits of the Dakhan as the term

was understood jn medieval times, and are of the same nature and style

as those to be found further west. It is only, however, in the southern dis-

tricts of the province that they are found in any numbers, the northern dis-

tricts being remarkably bare of remains.

On the outskirts of the town of Bftrsi T&kli, twelve mileB to the south-

east of Akolfi, the famous cotton centre, is the compact little black-stone temple

of Bhavfinl. It consists of a man^apa and shrine, both being freely decorated

upon the exterior with bands of mouldings and images. The martijapa is

curiously arranged with regard to the shrine, being attached, as it were, side-

k>g 1*—Pillar in Kftiik* Derft temple.
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ways to it, or, in other words, the hall may be described as having its
entrance on one side instead of at the end opposite the shrine as is
usual. The entrance to the hall is thus at right-angles to that of the shrine.

6 p n of the hall is rectangular while that of the shrine is star-shaped,
which is carried out in the plans of the four decorated pillars which support
the central ceiling. A broad band of images runs round the outer walls, the
principal ones in which, excepting Ganapati, being females, Mahftkftli and Mahi-
Sftsuramardani occupying important positions. This is what might be expected
in a temple dedicated to a devi or goddess, and shows that Bhav&ni is not
a recent installation in the shrine. The walls are not free from indecent repre-
sentations. The ceiling is particularly well decorated, the marginal panels being
very much like those of temple No. 1 at Bals&ne in Kh&ndesh. The iikhara
of the shrine and the roof of the hall have disappeared. (Plates XCIX—Cl.)

Within the temple, engraved upon the back wall, is a long Sanskrit ins-

cription which is, unfortunately, very much damaged by the peeling of the
Burface of the stone. It is dated in tfaka 1008 (A. D. 1170), which, from the
style of the temple, may be taken as about the date of its construction.

There is a second temple at Barsi T&kli, that of §rl Kolesvara Mahfideva,
of comparatively late work, in the debased mixed Muhammadan style. Its

interior is much below ground level and is always full of water, which perco-
lates through from the adjacent rivulet.

SIRPUR.

Sirpur is twelve miles west by north of Basirn. A short distance outside

the village, on the west, stands the old temple of Antariksha P&rsvan&tha
belonging to the Digambara Jaina community. At present, their principal temple
is a very modern one in the village, but the other was the original one from
which, according to tradition, the image was transferred, probably about the

time of the Muhammadan invasion of the country. In the new temple they

have the usual underground chambers in which to conceal their images in the

event of a repetition of the treatment they once received at the hands of those

iconoclasts. The old temple has an abraided inscription which seems to read

Samvat 1334 (A. I). 1412), and the name Antariksha P&rsvan&tha. The plan

of the shrine is star-shaped, and the walls are decorated with bands of ara-

besque, no images being present except what were in the three principal niches.

The temple gives one the impression of being unfinished, and it was probably

erected quite a hundred years before the date of the inscription. Its erection

was possibly interrupted during the early incursions of the Muhammadans into

the Dakhan. The hybrid style of hkhara, which was commenced, but left

unfinished, is manifestly later than the stone sculptured walls. It is of brick

and mortar. The entrance doorway of the hall is elaborately carved and has

images at the bottom on either side
; but these would have been more or

less hidden from outside observation by the covering porch when completed.

Among these are nude Jaina figures, and above the lintel, upon the dedicatory

rfock is a small seated Jina. There are now, in the shrine, two small marble
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Jinas, but neither of them is Pftr^van&tha. They are much neglected and

receive little attention. (Plate CII.)

MEHKAR.

Mehkar is about forty-five miles to the south-east of Buldftna. At the

north-west comer of the town, overlooking the river, and enclosed within

a mud-walled enclosure, is a partly ruined old dkarmaidld or travellers* rest-

house, which, in the past, has been badly used. Much of the building has

fallen since it was photographed by Major Gill over fifty years ago, and many

of its pillar shafts are scattered about the town, several being near the market

place. This dharmaiald was, perhaps, a subsidiary building to an important

temple, possibly Jaina, which stood near and above it, but which has now

disappeared. The foundation or retaining walls of the site upon which the

temple stood can be seen running round the dharmaidld, and from it right

up to the town gate, a little way to the east of it. At first sight, the wall

here looks like a portion of the town wall, but it is not so, though it may

have done duty for such in later times. A town wall would not have a series

of horizontal offsets forming ledges all the way up its outer side, by which

an enemy could easily climb up. Moreover the wall is of the Hindu period,

while the present gate is ot the Muhammadan. (Plate CIII and CIX.)

The dharmaidld is about 72 feet square inside, and is formed by a deep

covered colonnade, with two rows of pillars, surrounding a small central square

courtyard 23 feet square, which is open to the sky, and whose pavement is

sunk a few feet below the floor of the colonnade. There were sixty pillars

in all, of which twenty-five still stand. The central courtyard has been filled

up with earth to bring it to a level with the rest. All the pillars around the

north and east side of the court, with the enclosing wall, have gone, but

many of their bases still remain. There is a marked absence of figure sculpture

upon the building, the decoration on the pillars being- almost entirely confined to

geometric and conventional leaf designs. The building is of a comparatively late

date.

There is a new temple of Bftl&ji, higher up in the town, which was built

not many years ago, to enshrine a finely carved blackstone image of Vishnu

which was dug up close by. The image is full life-size, and is now enveloped in

tawdry petticoats, but does not seem to be very old notwithstanding its elaborate

detail. At the same time were found a quantity of old corroded and frag-

mentary copper-plate grants. Among the loose sculptured stones lying near the

temple is the lower part of the body of a life-sized seated Jina, while inside BfiJ&ji's

temple is a broken Jaina image with the date Samvat 1272 (A. D, 1350) upon

it in a short inscription.

lonar.

One of the best remaining examples in Berftr of these old medieval temples

is that at Lo$&r in the south-east corner of the Buld&na District, known as

the temple of Daitya-Sfidana. It is a VaishQava shrine and receives its name
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from its connection with the story of the demon Lavaty&sura or Loty&sura who
used to dwell in the crater close by, and who was eventually slain by Vishnu
in his incarnation of Daitya-Sudana. The temple measures 105 fept long by
84j feet broad. It faces east, and is built of black stone, profusely carved
all over the exterior with images and other ornament. The work, however, is

comparatively late as may be seen in the inferior workmanship of the images,
tne style of mouldings, particularly those in the basement, and the indiscri-

minate spreading of ornament over every available surface. The building seems
never to have been finished, the roof and some parts of the top of the walls

with the top of the three doorways of the hall, not having been completed.
There is a total absence of sculptured stone lying about, and some fragments
would surely have remained had the building been finished and subsequently

ruined. The four principal pillars, that would have supported the dome of the

hall, together with part of the inside masonry lining of the walls, were never

erected
;

but, at a very much later date, the building was again taken in hand
and finished off in a rough and ready manner, with coarse brickwork, and brick

arching was thrown over the unfinished tops of the three doorways. The
moulded basements for the porches before the doorways were laid, but the

porches were not put up. The work was probably cut short by the inroads

of the Muhammadans about the end of the thirteenth or beginning of the four-

teenth century. When the temple was again taken in hand and the brickwork

was added, a modern and very poor image of Vishnu, said to have been

brought from Nagpur at great cost, was set up in the shrine, and this is now
the object of worship. The plan of both the hall and shrine is star-shaped.

(Plates 01 and CIII.)

Occupying the principal niche on the back of the temple, outside, is a

standing image of Surya
;

and, as this is the position of the leading image on

the exterior, and usually has direct connection with the image in the shrine,

it is just possible that the temple may have been intended as a temple to

Surya. Of the other two principal niches, that on the south has an image

of a dew ,
but which one it is impossible to say, owing to its mutilated state.

The north niche is empty. One of the side shrines of the modern temple

at the head of the descent into the crater, close by, near the tank and gaumukha,

contains some old loose images of Surya and Narasimha which may have come

from this temple.

The three niches mentioned are very prominent features, inasmuch as they

project like miniature porches, a deep heavy cornice, supported upon two

forward pillafettes, protecting them. The basement, with its lines of mouldings

projecting like great square buttresses, supports them. Among the images on

the exterior are Vishnu, Narasimha, Var&ha, Ga^iapati, Brahma, Bhairava, Saras-

vati, Parasurama, Rama, Kaliya-mardanl and the Regents of the eight points

of the compass in their respective positions. ^

Out in front ol the temple, at a short distance from the main entrance, is

th4 basement of a pavilion, but the upper portion of it was never built.

When the later brickwork was added to the main building, a square mass
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wes built here with a niche on each of its four sides. In that facing the

temple was placed a rough image of Garuda, the vdhana of Vishnu. One or

two small pillars stand in the courtyard, which were, perhaps, intended for this

pavilion or the temple porches.

In the south-east comer of the courtyard of the temple is a small plain

temple facing the north. Its exterior is built in with mud walls. Within it

are three old images brought from elsewhere, the principal one of which is of

Vishnu, supported upon one side by Brahmfc.

At a short distance to the west of the town is an old dhamatdla, or

travellers' rest-house, composed of corridors of cut-stone pillars. It is in rather

a dilapidated condition.

LON&R CRATER AND ITS TEMPLES.

At a short distance to the west of the town is what is supposed to be

the crater of an extinct volcano, the only one known in the Dakhan. It is

a great bowl-shaped hollow, five miles around at the top, and about three

miles five hundred feet below, where a salt lake occupies the centre, surrounded

by a wide margin of land between the bottom of the slope and the edge of

the lake. The inner walls of the crater, which differ in nothing from ordinary

hill-side covered with jungle and grass, slope down from the upper rim at an

abrupt angle of 75° to 80° to the level belt around the lake. In the outer

ring of this belt tamarind trees and date palms thrive, while the inner, nearest

the lake, supports the babul tree only. On the northern margin of the lake,

where this belt of land is widest, are kitchen gardens and fruit trees watered

by the stream which descends from the gaumukha above. The water of the

lake is impregnated with a salt which is extracted and sold as a marketable

article for use in washing and dying cloth. Although the water is so saturated

with this salt, which causes it to give off a very offensive smell, yet in a ' well,

sunk quite close to its edge on the south side, the water is perfectly fresh

and is used for drinking purposes.

Down in the bottom of the crater, around the margin of the lake, are

a number of old temples, and there are others in the descent to the lake from

the gaumulcka temple. From this temple, down to the lake, extends a ravine

which is the only break in the continuity of the circular walls of the crater,

and it is down the sides of this cleft that the pathway leads to the bottom.

The head of the ravine bifurcates near the top, and it is at the head of the

western branch that the spring is located from which the water is led through

a gaumukha
,

or cow's mouth, cut in stone, into a small square tank in which

Hindu pilgrims of both sexes, old and young, bathe promiscuously. The water

is supposed to come from the Ganges, in proof of which it is said that a

marked stick thrown into that river was found to emerge at the spring ! A
temple, and an accumulation of small cell-shrines, all of more or less modem
growth, have sprung up around the tank. The Muhammadans had the auda-

city to invade this snuggery of the Hindus, and they actually began to build

a mosque right in their midst, upon the western side of the sacred tank, but
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^ evenMy rtopped in their rash venture and were warned off. The foun-
dataon of the building still remains

of tompiea in the crater are in disuse, and have lost their

SET* /a**"
DU“bered them> rtarting with this group as No. 1. About a

thud of the way down, standing upon the point of a spur between the two
branches of the ravine, is another 6aiva temple, No. 2, partly rebuilt, but of
no special interest. A short distanoe below this, on a low knoll, is the site
of another temple, but the building has disappeared.

Beyond the last temple is No. 3, the most ornate of all. It stands at the
bottom of the ravine on the outer edge of the gardens. It faces west, and.
oonmsts of an open pillared manfapa and shrine, but is in a sadly dilapidated
condition, and the shrine is in ruins. The manfapa had three porches. When
intact it must have been as pretty a temple as any in the neighbourhood.

On the north margin of the lake, the gardens separating it from it,

is No. 4. It is similar to Nos. 6 and 6, and is in ruins. It faces east and
has a htiga in the shrine.

No. 5 is a small plain temple to the north-west of the lake. It consists
of a shrine and manfapa, the outer walls being built in the plain block-in-
course of the late “ Hem&dpanti ” style, but it is much ruined. Beside it am
the ruins of a small square cistern.

No. 6, a little further round towards the west, is a facsimile of the last, even
to its ruinous state, and like it, it faces the east. The lower portion of the walls
and the whole surface of the pillars are much weatherworn and corroded, but the
beams, which are protected by the roof, are sharp and clean. The temple measures
40 by 20 feet, roughly. The roofing seems to have been of concrete and brickwork.

Almost due west of the lake is No. 7. It is of the same style as the
last two, but almost twice as large and equally ruined. The temple faces east-

and haB a litga in the shrine. During a late famine one or two rough pita
were dug near by for water, which now contain a quantity, so foul-smelling
and stagnant, that it is almost impossible to stand within fifty yards of them.
This is probably due to the salt in the water that has percolated through
from the lake, and which is supposed to be the blood and decomposed flesh

of the giant Lava^&sura who was slain and buried in this den of his. The
smell is strong corroboration of the story ! Around the temple is a fine grove
of banyan, tamarind, and custard apple trees, and palm tree stumps.

No. 9 is the mom modern temple of Bhavftnl Devi, which is due south
of the lake and faces the north as most Devi temples do, such as that at
Bftrsi T&klir It consists of a shrine and maiujapa with three doorways, and is

conspicuous from afar by its coat of whitewash. In front of the m^in entrance
is a small yoni-kut4a, but the shape of the fire-pit, instead of being that of
the yoni, is perfectly heart-shaped, with its point towards the east. Just behind
the temple is a very small one, No. 8, in ruins, in which is a totyo.

temple No. 10 is on the south-east margin of the lake, and is much like

Nos. 6 and 6, but not quite so much ruined, and is a trifle larger It f-n-n

(he east. The roof of the maqufapa has been covered with concrete and brick-

L
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work in which an abundance of broken rook crystal has been used. Hie pillars

are of the same pattern as those of the ihomataiA at Mehkar.

About two hundred yards further on from the last is No. 11, a temple

About as large as No. 7. It faces the north, and consists of a shrine with

three porches, two of which are in ruins. Against the back wall of the shrine

is a seat or throne for an image which is absent. It is possible that this was

a devf’s temple and it may have been the one that preceded the later one

now in use, No. 9. The outer walls of the shrine are plain, in late
M
Hem&d*

panti ” style, being in block-in-course with simple broad projecting bands.

Temples Nob. 12 and 13, together with a square kuirfa, form a group a

little way up the hillside on the east of the lake. The two temples bee the

west, No. 12 being a Vaishiiava temple. It consists of a shrine and mop^apa

with three porches, and. is in a fairly good state of repair. The mandapa,

which was open all around, has been dosed up with rough walling between the

pillars. Above the shrine doorway is Gannja. and in the shrine is the ruined

altar for an image. The pillars of the hall are much like those at Mehkar,

plainly blocked out but without ornament. Upon the side of the west doorway

is inscribed the name Vftsugi, which is the same name found upon the Mehkar

building, and is, perhaps, that of a mason.

Temple No. 18 is slightly to the back and north of the last and is a

Saiva shrine in ruins. It has three porches, and the pillars are like those at

Mehkar. In front of this, and to the side of No. 12, is a well built kuxufa

or reservoir.

No. 14 is situated between the last and the lake, and is about the same

size as Nos. 5 and 6. The exterior is plain, but the shrine iB star-shaped in

plan. The pillared mop^apa is in ruins, the pillars being slightly more ornate

than at Mehkar. The temple bees the north and the shrine is half filled with

earth.

Still nearer to the margin of the lake is the site of temple No. 15.

This completes the ring of temples around the lake in the bottom of the

crater. Ascending, again, by the same ravine, but taking ' the eastern branch

at the top, we come to the ruins of a small temple, No. 16. It bees the east

and consists of a shrine, the remains of a pavilion in front of it, and a hux4a
beside it. It haB plain undecorated walls, but the shrine door-frame is particularly

well carved. The pavilion is supported upon four well-carved pillars which look

like earlier work than anything else at the lake ; and the ceiling is well

decorated with cusped ornament of the style of the work bund in Tejahp&la’s

temple at Mt. Abu. The outer part of the roof haB fallen.

SATGAON.

At Sfttgfton, four miles to the north by west of Ghikhli in the Buldftnl

District, there is a rather fine old temple of Vishnu. It faces the west. In
the shrine, against the back wall, is a seat, dr throne, in three tiers. In the
centre of the face of the upper is Qaruda, and in the centre of the middle
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Sending upright upon the seat is a slotted stone

intended to hold a standing image, a small fragment of which, with the feet
only, is in position, the rest being destroyed. The ceilings of the rnaifapa are
very well decorated, and, in style, seem to stand half way between the later
temples of the 13th and 14th centuries and those of the 11th. The pillars,
too, are of an intermediate type. The mavfapa is in a very shattered condi-
tion, many of the pillars being canted over at very dangerous angles and

toning to collapse. The exterior walls of the shrine are deporated with the
usual basement mouldings, which are surmounted by bands and panels of arab-
esque in place of images, excepting for the three empty niches which held
loose ones. A portion of the iikhara stands, and it rises in the style of that
of Gondelvara at Sinnar, which it closely resembles. There are small niches
and images around the base of the iikhara and on the mandnpa roof. The
dwarf wall around the manfapa is decorated, on the outside, with little pilas-

ters and images alternately. There are brackets, half way up the shafts of
the pillars of the porches, which, it is clear, were adorned, as at Gondesvara,
with bracket images. (Plates CVI—CIX.)

Beside this temple, on the north, is a smaller one which is now a wreck.
A photograph taken about fifty years ago shows that very much more was
then standing.

At a short distance to the east of the larger temple, and between it and
the village, is a portion of an old building which, with the addition of some
mud walls, has been converted into a temple by the villagers, and a lit)ga

haB been placed within it. The building looks like the gateway and porch of

an enclosure that once went round the big temple and its subsidiary buildings.

A seat ran round the inside porch, where the Nandi now is, and within the

doorway was an open hall with a seat around the sides. The doorway is

elaborately carved, and has the usual Ganesa on the dedicatory block. Above
this, in a row of niches, are Vaishnavi, Brahmi, and PSrvati in a row, Brahmi
occupying the centre. As in the big temple, there are no male deities upon

the doorway save Gane£a
;

they are all dens. Nor are there any images on

either side at the bottom, or upon that of the shrine of the main temple;

the latter, too, has no images above the cornice over Ganesa, the usual place

for them being taken up by a band of lozenge-shaped ornament. Round the

beams of the central dome of the main temple there is nothing but a row of

devie with attendants, and the only images on the main pillars of the hall are

four small ones on each base, one on each side, all being dews.

A little way to the north of the large temple are four standing pillars,

all that remain of a small temple. A short distance to the north-west of t.hi»

is a large pippala tree with a high platform around it, on which are some

fragments of old images. Among them is the lower portion of an image of

P&r6vanfiltha with an inscription of two lines beneath dated 3aka 1173 (A.D.

1251). It is Digambara, its nakedness being distinctly indicated. Another

ima£e, that of a dew, is in two pieces—-the bust, and the legs with the

seat. She is two-armed, has necklaces and earrings, and her hair is done up
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ih a big chignon at the back. The left hand rests upon the knee and holds a

fruit ; the right hand has gone. Above

her head is a wreath of flowers, over which

is seated a little Jina, and beneath her seat

are three panels, in the centre one of which

are three heads in a row, each with a pyra-

midal coiled head-dress. Under the devl’t

left knee is a small tiger or lion. It is

probably intended to represent Ambikft

(AmbfijI, Ambfidevi or Amb^ Bhavftnl),

a favourite Jaina goddess.

SAKEGAON.

Another temple of the same style and

age as that at S&tg&on, and in an equally

ruinous state, is that of Mahfideva at the

village of Sfikeg&on, six mites west of

Chikhli. It faces the east, and consists of

a shrine, an antechamber and a hall, with

a porch in front of the entrance on the

east. It was surrounded by a heavily-built

wall enclosing a courtyard, the entrance to

which is on the north side. To the

south of the main building is a small

subsidiary temple facing the north, against

which the surrounding wall abuts on either side, from which it w evident that the

wall was built after the shrine. The masonry of the walls, and the pillars of

the courtyard gateway, are of the same style and age as those of the temple

at Mehkar, and therefore later than the temple itself. (Plate CX.)

The walls of the man^afa and shrine are quite free of images, save for

those in two of the three large niches round the shrine, and are decorated with

the usual basement mouldings and bands of geometric ornament. The back

wall of the shrine, or rather its outer casing, has fallen, carrying with it a

great part of the spire on that side. The back niche has gone with it. In.

the niche on the south side is an image of Natesa, or the t&q4ava of diva, and

in that on the north side is an image of Mah&k&li. The front of the tower

is decorated with the trifoliated chotiya arch, and, under it, are the images of

the tdnfava and of diva and P&rvpti, while upon the sides of the same are those

of Bhairava, Mahi&sura-mardani and Gagapati. Within the shrine is the liAga.

In the small temple, on the south side of the main building, against the

back wall, is a seat for an image, but it is now absent, and it .is not known

to what deity the shrine was dedicated.

KOTHALl.
At Kothali, twelve miles south-east of Pimpalgaan-Rfijfl in the Baldinft

District, are two old temples of the “ Hem&dpsnti " clans. The largest the

Fig. 15.—A broken image at Hitguon.
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tempte of Mah&deva—is in the town, and has three shrines with one common
hall. It faces the east and has GageAa over the shrine doorways, all of which
are elaborately carved. In the main shrine is an old square idlunka with a
circular hole for a UiUga

;

but the latter has gone. In the side shrine, on the

north, is a finga, but the shrine on the south is empty. The hall has no
pillars. The porch before the entrance has fallen, the platform, only, remaining.

Out in front of this porch stand the ruins of what was once, perhaps, the

Nandi pavilion, but it is ruined. Beyond this, again, are the remains of the

main entrance to the temple courtyard with its steps. The iikhara was pro-

bably built of brickwork, since some brick masonry remains upon the roof

and no carved iikhara stones lie about. (Plate CXI.)

The second temple is outside the village to the south-east. It is dedicated

to Chint&mani, and faces west. It is made up of a shrine and manfapa, the

latter being supported upon four pillars. Ganesa presides upon the lintel. The

shrine doorway is carved, but not so elaborately as in the first temple.

DHOTRA.
At Dhotra, eighteen miles south of Chikhli, are three old temples, the one

about a quarter of a mile south of the village, in the fields, being the most

important. It is a temple of

$iva, faces the east, and consists

of a shrine and a closed manffapa.

The entrance is in the east end

of the hall, opposite the shrine,

while, off each of the two Bides

of the hall, is a deep recess

like a shallow shrine without a

doorway. A mast* unusual thing

with the pilasters* in this temple

is that their shafts are built in

sections, with
r
the courses of the

wall masonry, and are not, as

in earlier work, a single stone

built into the wall. The bracket

capitals of the pillars* have the

cobra ornament upon them.

Within the shrine is a lifiga.

The dedicatory blooks above the

shrine doorways have been left plain

without images. (Plate CXII.)

The exterior of the temple is

fully moulded in horizontal bauds

of mouldings running round the

whole of the walls, but there are

no images, not even those threeEio. 16 Pillar in the old temple at Dhotra.
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TEMPLE IN H. E. H. THE NIZAM’S TERRITORY.

AliNDHA.

AT Aundha, some forty miles to the south of B&sim, in Haidar&b&d terri-

tory, is one of the twelve famous jyotirlirigas of India in the temple of N&g-

n&tha. The town is of some importance and considerable trade, standing,

as it does, at the crossing of the trade routes from Nirmal and the Sirpur forests

to Jftlna and Aurang&b&d, and from Haidar&b&d to the Ber&rs. A very heavily-

built stone wall originally surrounded the town, portions of which still exist.

It iB very pleasantly situated in a level and well cultivated plain surrounded

by an amphitheatre of hills. Upon the east and south it is approached by

rather steep and rough passes which ascend from the lower country on those

rides. It has the appearance of being -an ancient place, for parts of very old

walls still exist, which are far older than the crumbling ones which now partly

surround the town. Ancient Jaina temples, as well as Hindu ones, once flourished

here, their remains now being the foul-smelling abodes of the bat and owl.

The temple of N&g&natha is a building of two periods, the older portions

of which, from the ground level to the eaves, being probably thirteenth century

work carried out in the style of the Hindu work of North Gujar&t of the

nim period. When compared with the work of the temple of Ambarn&tha,

it is seen to be not quite so crisp and delicate of execution, and this is

most noticeable in the figure sculpture. In the basement mouldings, as in the

temple of Lakshmi-N&r&yapa at Pedg&on, occurs the horse-moulding above that

of the elephants, and, thus, it contains the full complement of mouldings provided

in the of architecture as followed in North Gujar&t. There is a double

row of images which could only be introduced upon the larger buildings of

this olftM The whole of the whitewashed roof is of much later work. (Plates

CXIII—CXV.)
The half lotus band, just above the band of little figures at the top of

the basement, is unusual, and although a regular Gujar&t ornament, it is seldom

found in that province upon old buildings before the Hindu architects intro-

duced it largely into the decoration of the mosques and tombs which they raised

for their Mnfrrnimadan conquerors .
1 The pillars remind one much of some of

those in the thirteenth century temple of Tejahpfila at Dilw&rft on Mount Abu.

They have lost the more graceful outline of those of the eleventh century.

J
i it Mom on the old tanple ftt the HU Cht* at D*bhoi, of A.D. 1153.
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Tiie floor of the shrine is considerably sunk below that of the hall, and

the Jtiipe is thus not seen from the hall doorway.

There is at Aundha the ruins of an old brick temple, in which the bricks

have been carefully moulded to the contour of the ornamental bands which

run round the building. The bricks are exceptionally well made and their

edges are sharp and crisp. A small amount of stone masonry has been used

in the entrance doorway and the beams, as well as in a low moulded plinth

upon which the temple stands.



APPENDIX.

PURI.

(See mention of Pun on page 2.)

THE identification or location of the ancient 6ilfih&ra capital, Pun, presents

some difficulty owing to the few and meagre references to it in old inscrip-

tions. In the earliest mention of the city, in a copper-plate grant of A.D*

584, and the stone inscription on the ancient temple of Meguti at Aihole of

A.D. 684, 1 we are told that Chaodada^da, the general of PulikeSi II, conquered

the Mauryas of the Konkao and attacked the city of Puri— the Lakshin! or

Goddess of the Fortunes of the Western Ocean, and presumably their capital

—with hundreds of ships. 2 A later mention of Puri is found ir an inscription

in cave 78 at Kanheri, of the reign of the R&shtrakuta king Amoghavarsha,

dated in A.D. 843-44, which records that his feudatory, the Mahasamanta,

Pulla6akti, of the northern branch of the 6il&h&ras, was then governing the

whole Konkan, “ headed by the city of Puri/’ which he held through the

favour of his suzerain lord. 8 There is no reason to doubt that the Puri of

the Maurya period was the same as that of the §il&h&ra. Puri is also meh-

tioned in other inscriptions in connection with the 6il&h&ras (A. D. 843-1187).

In these it is stated that Purl was the chief city of a district of 1,400 villages.

Places that have been mentioned as possible sites of the old capital are

Th&na, Kaly&n, Sup&ra, Chaul, Mangalapur! or M&g&th&n in S&lsette island,

R&j&puri in the Janjira State down the coast, Puri near Bassein and Ghftrfi-

puri on Elephanta island. As Th&na, Sup&ra and Chaul occur as separately

named places in the same inscriptions with Puri they may be at once dis-

missed. Kaly&n is too far inland for a sea-girt capital.
4 R&j&puri and Puri

have no remains to indicate an ancient capital. Moreover, there would have

been no occasion for Chapdadanda to have had recourse to his navy to attack

Puri had it occupied either of these places, as they would have been more

conveniently reached by land. And Gh&r&puri, upon Elephanta, in the Bombay

harbpur, will not do, for an exhaustive examination of the island has shewn

that there could never have been any town or city of any size or importance

upon it. The central portion of the island iB occupied with high hills whioh

f Indian Antiquary, V. 70, 78 ; 276 ; VDI, 287 ; IX, 44 and X1L

* See Bombay Gauttur, Vol. XIV, pert 3, p. 401, end Vol I, pert 2, p. 16, note 2.

* Indian Antiquary, Vol. XIII, p. 186.

4 in the Kumdrap&ta Oharittra , the fiitihire oepitel i» deeoribed ee the eee-girt SheOndpuri.

If
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’ leVel afeas whicl1 are now 0CCUPi8<i ty no® fieldsend the hamlets of Shetbandar, Gh&r&puri and Moreh, respectively. But these
areas.when lumped together, hardly exceed half a square mile-scarcely suffi-
cient to accommodate a city and such forces as would require a hundred ship,
to attack them. Prom the remains upon the island, it would appear to havebwn aiways a religious settlement, first of the Buddhists, and afterwards of
the Brahmamcal communities. Another very serious objection is that during the
greater part of the monsoon the island is cut off to a great extent by rough seas. 1

There is, however, another site, and a much more likely one, for the city
of Pun, and that is in the middle of Sftlsette island (See the accompanying
sketch map). The island is literally sea-girt, but at the same time the
north and north-east sides are not so far separated from the mainland as to have
made it difficult for the Sil&h&ras to have transported their troops one way
or the other. This site, about a mile north of Marol village, is hounded by
the Sftlsette hills on the north, by a long ridge, in which are the Kondivte
caves, on the west, a stream on the east, and Marol village on the south. It
is now filled with low rice fields between irregular areas of rocky waste ground,
covered to a great extent with cocoanut palms and brush-wood jungle. Upon
some of these latter spaces are vestiges of former Hindu temples of the four-
teenth or fifteenth century. The site has, however, been almost wiped clean
by the Portuguese, who found, in the ruins of the old temples, abundant
material with which to erect their numerous churches and convents, which
themselves, in turn, are now in ruins or have, disappeared altogether. Near the
centre of the site, on the west side of an old tank, around which are indica-
tions of old buildings, a trial excavation revealed the buried foundations of
two old buildings of considerable size, one having been supported on pillars

set in groups of four. A few hundred yards to' the east is the Sarpala tank,

on the east side of which are a few sculptured fragments and mutilated images
of a Hindu temple

; and, in the wall across the outflow, at the south end,
are built several more fragments. On the south of these two tanks are some
seven or eight sites, with the remains of foundations cropping up, and there

is another, with a much-corroded boundary stone, upon the hill to the east of

these. Other ruins are of the Portuguese period.

Mr. S. M. Edwards, I.C.S., in an article contributed to East and West
,

for April, 1002, sought to show that this same site which he calls “ The Dead
City of Shashti,” was that of Partappur or Pratappur which Marathi records

state was built near the centre of Shashti (Salsette) by Pratapdeva or Partap-

deva, son of Bhimadeva, who fled from Devagiri to Salsette on the approach

of ’Ala-ud-din Khilji.

1 See the Progreea Report of the Aretueologicai Survey of Weetern Indie for the year ending 80th June 1021,
f>. 0. for a full account of the remains on the ifland, and a map of the name.

f M 2



GLOSSARY-

AbIvara.—

A

n epithet of Siva.

Agni.—The god of fire, and guardian of the south-east point of the oompass.

AmritrIvara.—

“

The Lord of Nectar/’ a name of diva.

Atjam!.—'The mother of MarutL

Ardhachakdra .

—
“ Half-moon,” the ornamental semicircular step before a shrine doorway.

ASTADUCPlLAfl.—The eight guardians of the eight points of the oompass.

AIvathara.—An architectural term, the horse moulding in the basement of some mediaeval temples.

AvatIra.—An incarnation.

Rat-Ijt —A name of Krishna, especially during his boyhood

Balb$vara.—“ The Lord of Might,” a name of Siva.

Bhairava.—The terrific form of Siva.

BhavInI.—

A

name of Parvati.

Brahma.—The first deity of the Hindu trinity.

BrIhmI - The aakti or female counterpart of Brahma.

Chaitya.—The term applied to the arched-roofed caves of the Buddhists.

Chandraprabha.—One of the tirthankaras or saints of the Jains.

CHiNGADEVA.— The name oi an ancient sddhu or Hindu saint.

Chavadi.—

T

he open court-house of a village.

Ohhatra or chhatri.—An umbrella, a pavilion.

DiooBA.—A representation or model of a burial mound, such as were built over the ashes or relics

of the Buddha.

Drva.—A god. Also used as a suffix to the names of kings and distinguished persons.

Dev!.—

A

goddess. Also used sb a suffix to the names of queens and princesses.

Dharma&ala.—A charitable rest houwe.

Digambara.—One of the sects of the Jains whose images are nude ; also a name of Siva in bis

nude form.

LtkpIla.—A guardian of one of the points of the compass. Bee “ AafadikpSlaa”

Duroa.—A name of Parvati.

DvIrapala.—A door-keeper ; also a name of Vishnu.

Qaja-LakshmL—The goddess l^akshml as represented with two elephants, one on either side oi

her, pooling water upon her head from vessels held in their trunks.

Gama.—diva’s attendants, generally represented as a troop of imps.
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Qa^aPati or Qapi4a—

T

he god ot wiadokn and son of Siva and Parvatl, and the leader of Siva’s
9B9a.

tti.—The river Ganges, personified as a goddess.

•upA. The vdhana or vehicle of Vishnu, sad the son of Kaiyapa by his wife VinaMl
it. A mountain pass, or a flight of steps by the side of a river or tank.

<op!.—A cowherd’s wife, a milkmaid.
Goptjra. A lofty many-storied gateway to a temple enclosure, very common in Southern India.
GaiUsmukha.—The same as k%rtimukha, a grotesque face used as a decoration upon mouldings

pillars and other parte.

Garaspath.—

T

he particular string-course or moulding in the basement of temples, decorated with
the gar&smukha.

Hanuman.— f

The chief of the monkey warriors, worshipped as a demi-god.

HatakbSvara.—An epithet of 6iva (Hataka, gold).

Hemappanti.—A style of temple architecture supposed to have been introduced by Hemadpant or
Heinarfjri, a minister to the Yadava king of Devagiri in the thirteenth century.

Indra.—The lord of gods, and the guardian of the east.

Ida.—An epithet of Siva, and guardian of the nortb-east.

JagadamrI.—A name of Durga as “ Mother of the Universe.”

J1ge£vara.—An epithet of Siva.

Jakanacharya.—The mythical builder of temples in the south.

Jalandhara.—An dsura or demon, son of the Ooean and Ganga, and slain by £iva.

Jain.—

A

follower of the Jinas ; a religious sect whose doctrines are somewhat similar to

those of the Buddhists.

Jangha—The thigh ; an architectural term applied to the broad band of sculpture upon the walls

of a temple above the basement.

JatrI.—

A

fair, held periodically.

Jina.—A term applied to each of the twenty-four, past, present and future holy teachers or

tirthankaras of the Jains.

Jyotirlinga.—The term applied to any one of the twelve most celebrated lias in India.

KalaIa.—A pot ;
also the pot-like iinial of the spire of a temple.

KAyr—An architectural term for the knife-edge moulding in a temple baaenvut

KIrtimukha.—The same as gardsmukha; a grotesque face, much used L leoorativ* detail*.

For its origin see page 12.

Kjishs*a.—

O

ne of the incarnations of Vishnu.

KugvA.—A reservoir or tank.

Kjtvera.—The god of wealth and guardian of the south.
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Lucmd.—The wife of Vlahnn sad goddcw of wealth.

liAUmd-NislTifA.—LkkduBt with Niriyapa or VUhnn. She it generally represented at aeated

on hit Up.

Li*oa.—

T

he genital organ of diva, worshipped in the fern of the phallne.

MabAdbva.—.-A favourite epithet of Siva aa the " Gnat God.”

MahArAlI.—

D

urgi in her terrible form.

MahAsAmamta.—

A

tributary prince or governor.

MabmhAspba-MabdahI.--

D

urgi, who lolled the demon MaheAa.

Mama.—A conventionalised beast need in deoorative detail. For a description of it tee

page IS.

Majtpapa.—

T

he large hail of a temple.

Matha—A monastery.

MihrAb.—

T

he niche in the centre of the back wall of a mosque, towards whicL worshippers turn

when at prayer.

NIoa.—A serpent ; the chief of the serpent race, generally represented with a human body to the

waist and a serpent tail, said to inhabit Patila, the nether world.

Nandi.—

T

he sacred bull of Siva, and his constant attendant and vehicle.

NarasiWxa.—The man-lion ovotira of Vishnu.

Narathaba.—One of the mouldings in the basement of a temple, decorated with images of mem

NArAtaba.—Vishnu.

NatbAvaba or NatbAa.—

S

iva in his rdle as a dancer.

Nibbiti —The guardian of the sonth-west and personification of decay or destruction.

PanohaliAqa.—A collection of five Migas

;

or a Ukga with five heads on it.

PanobIvatana.—Five deities, generally diva, Vishnu, Ganapati, Sfirya and Devi.

Pabpavas.—'The five sons of king P&ndu, namely, Dharma, Bhlma, Arjuna, NakuU and Sahadeva.

PAbAvasAtha.—One of the twenty-four present Rrthanharai of the Jains.

PAbvat!.—The wife of diva, the mountain-bom.

Pinpi.—The same as Ifaga.

PBADAKSHiyi —Oiroumambnlation from left to right, so that the right hand is always towarde the

object circumambulated

.

PdRApAS.—Old traditional stories, eighteen in number.

Raxnk—The wife of Vfyhebe.

RAstAra**.—The celebrated epic by Valmiki in seven kindtu or books.

KltsBAvAft^,<v>jU epithet of diva.

RnnUkA.—

T

ht wife of Jamadagni and mother of ParaAurima.

RisHABKAOrvA.—The Amt of the pnsent twenty-fear trUmkmt ofthe Jems.
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Wj*a.—

T

he Hindu era of Salivahana.

•8t0KKi.—The stone within whioh the Ktya is plaoed, and which repceseDts the female counter-

part of the Ktya.

gamtoHA — 1 tomb.

Sambhu.—

S

iva.

Sahtat.—

T

he Hindu era of Vikrama.

SAHBamx^vaba.—

A

n epithet of diva.

5ArTAMAT*Ifl.—The seven divine mothers, namely, Brahml, Maheivari, Kaumari, Vaishgavi

MahendrI or Aindrl, Varahl and Ch&mundl.

SARAsvat!.—

T

he goddess of learning and letters, and the wife of Brafami ; also • name of

Durga.

&AYi—A name of Durga ; a wife who immolates herself on her husband’s funeral pyre.

$i«A.—A serpent-deity.

SUWiobIvaba.--

A

n epithet of diva (Siddha ,
perfected).

A mountain peak, or the spire of a temple.

SlflWA—The third deity of the triad (Brahma, Vishnu and diva).

ftoai*4vARA or 8omanItha.~Ad epithet of diva (Lord of the Moon).

-Lakshmi ;
also used as a prefix to works and writings and to the names of great persons.

.—A Buddhist monument erected to hold sacred relios.

&WOAR-NiRAYApA—Vishnu.

The Sun-god.

TAfiafoAyA.—An extraordinary dance of diva.

TIOTMANrara.—

A

Jaina saint. There are supposed to be twenty-four of them in the past, twenty-

fianr in the present, and twenty-four in the future dispensations.

TNmuirti.—

A

triad representation of the gods Brahma, Vishnu and diva.

\WBHL^wa.--

A

vehicle. Each of the gods haB his own part cular v&hana upon which he rides.

-MAUUtA.—Third or Boar incarnation of Vishnu.

'WWka.—

T

he god of the waters, and guardian of the west.

y&YU —The god of the winds, and the guardian of the north-west.

NUUiAal or VIrakal.—A memorial Btone set up in commemoration of the death of a warrior.

YUxsMksha.—diva (having an unusual number of eyes).

VWUAP'—The second god ojf the Hindu Triad.

VJIUOUL—A form of Vishnu, the celebrated god of Pandarpur

VTUTHaJUA.—The same as the last.

-The god of death, and guardian of the south.

Yamnil*.—The Jamna river personified as a goddess,

tow.—A religious asoetic.
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